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FOREWORD
has made another outstanding contribution to his school of African knowledge and has
furthered the significance of this African-centered perspective on
world history. For almost two decades as a distinguished professor of African World History at Hunter College of the City
University of New York, and for more than a half a century as a
scholar advocate for African peoples, Dr. Clarke has been a beacon of light in the sea of European-American darkness and blindness. He has consistently urged all the people he has come in
contact with to seek the truth about human history by pursuing
the path of enlightenment through knowledge, first of self and
one's people and then others. He has constantly predicted that
this path of wisdom would lead to improvement and a new day
for Africans everywhere.
As a master teacher Dr. Clarke had always stated clearly that
you cannot understand world history without understanding the
central role of African history. This short but timely work gives
the reader a sense of the urgency of African and world history at
this moment in time. The title subject matter of this publication
reveals its significance and relevance-Christopher Columbus
and the Afrikan Holocaust. Similarly the subtitle is even more potent and enlightening-slavery and the rise of European capitalism. Like many of the African-centered scholars who were Dr.
Clarke's teachers and his source of inspiration, he not only gives
you accurate analysis and descriptions of history, he provides
prescription of what Africans have to do to bring into being a new
day.
ONCE AGAIN DR. JOHN HENRIK CLARKE

»
CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS AND THE AFRII<AN HOLOCAUST

Dr. Clarke provides an overall analysis of a period of history
that has been systematically falsified and hidden from the serious
scrutiny of African scholars and researchers and other committed
individuals. He points to concepts that are keys to unveiling that
truth about African history and destroying the "Big Lies" about
White supremacy.
In Professor Clarke's continual quest for African truth, this
work is a potent articulation of an all too neglected period of
African world history and sets the stage for a more expansive
publication that is being prepared by a collectivity of scholars
under his able direction, dealing with slavery and its impact on
Africa and the world. What are the key concepts articulated by
Dr. Clarke? What analytical perspectives does he bring to the history of this period? What historical process does he reveal and
scrutinize? What system analysis does he provide the reader and
the researcher?
Dr. Clarke challenges the traditional views of African
Civilization and its strengths and weaknesses before the enslavement and colonialism periods. He challenges the Eurocentric view
of Columbus as a "discoverer" and states that he set in motion
the genocidal process and renewed western racism.
Professor Clarke points out that Columbus set in motion political forces that established a global system of exploitation. This
system has its roots in the Columbus Era and produced
European world domination.
The fifty year period from 1482 to 1536 A.D. has special significance for world history. During this period, the European's
world was able to synthesize various economic, political and cultural forces and lay the foundation for a global system of power,
centered around materialism, capitalism and imperialism. At the
heart of the new global system of European-American materialism was super exploitation of the indigenous people of the
Western hemisphere and the enslavement of Africans.
As a result, two worlds collided and left us with a legacy of
genocidal institutionalized White supremacy. African and Native
American humanism lost out to the system of European
materialism.
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The seeds of the European-American syst~m of materialism
re planted during this definitive period of history from 1482rs~6 A.D. and were nurtured by the exploitation?f ~ew lands,
labor and resources. The centerpiece of this explOltative system
was the trans-Atlantic slave trade. This development of ~urope
and its colonization of the New World or Western ~enusphere
hand in hand with the underdevelopment of AfrIca and the
~;genous people of the Americas. This thesis was present~d by
the heroic African scholar from Guyana Dr. Walter Rodney m his
classic work How Europe Underdeveloped Africa.
The process of African underdevelopment was part ~f a
larger interplay of accidents of history that produced genocIdal
rocesses that culminated in the African Holoc~ust of
~nslavement. These historical events connected. the growmg ecomic and political forces that laid the foundation of the modem
~~opean-American nation state and n~tionalis~ as well as the
global world economy centered around mtercontinent~ trade ~d
ca italism. This connection between various econonuc forces mstiktionalized trade and control over lands, labor and resources
on a world scale. The link between capitalism and slavery was
forged.
anal . thi
. d
yzmg speno.
Two monumental works describing and
of history and its events were produced by Dr. Eric Williams. His
classic work, Capitalism and Slavery produced a. storm ~f c~ntro
versy when it was first published because Its theSIS. b~ed
capitalism with the notorious slave system of dehumaruzation.
These ideas were supported in his later book From Columbus to
Castro. Dr. Clarke recognized the importance of.these wor~ ~d
points out that the system of European-AmerIcan exp~o~t~tion
which was centered on the enslavement of Africans was InItiated
by the Catholic nations of Portugal and Spain, but was l~ter
dominated by the Protestant British who defeated the Dutch m a
series of wars.
This rivalry for control over the Atlantic slave trade syst~m
led to wars after wars in Europe, America, Africa ~d on the hIgh
seas The genocidal process initiated by the Cathobc Church and
the Catholic nations of Portugal and Spain was taken over by the
more efficient and busipess conscious Protestants of Holland and
11
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England. DI. . CJaIke..coIrec~~""that the Catholic nations initiated the slavery and genQ£idal Erocess and were puSFieCfas1de
~ Protestant Dutch and particUJ.~rlYfueEng!:sh-~c!ae"s~:
ery a_system of Big Business, setting the ~tage f~ the Industrial
~lution which England init~a!!y do~natecI;in t~~eu,th
and nineteenth centuries.
Dr. Clarke candidly speaks about th~ world that Christo r
Columbus set in motion that produced 'war, s ave~d ~~!1~ide
over the East five hundred years. Columbus, himself, was a symo"<?IQ! exploitation and greed and became a role moCIel for later
E:EIopea~ cong,uistad<;>rs, who ra.pec1 and pil1aged t~~~s
ana :AfrIca. I,tis ironic that the true story of t~e ColumbEs
~trocifies agaiiiSi the ind!genous AmeriC:an Eeople :W--~~
preserved and published b a Catholic cleric, Bartolom~
asas, woe a e
e murders 0 e na ves m s ook on the
~.'

History oi tTie Indzes.

The struggle over the legacy of Columbus and the correct history of the African Holocaust of Enslavement is at the heart of
the contemporary conflict over the curriculum reform in our
schools. Professor Clarke's analysis rovides us with a ers ective·
t s ave and enocide were ins '~~alized and systematized into a global system 0 domi~
tion, destruction and death which not only control land, labor and
resources, out coloniaftzed information. All this was done tn ffie"
riame of White supremacy, based upon the concept of chosen
people" and manifest destiny and designed to further cultural
genocide and maintain mental slavery. Dr. Clarke's work in the
past and his current effort will help to free African minds and
allow them to prepare a meaningful future.
1/

DR. LEONARD JEFFRIES
CHAIRMAN AFRICANA STUDIES DEPARTMENT
CITY COLLEGE
NEW YORK.
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massive genocidek~ ~str:3yO~hY did that have to happen to
Dr. Oarke as ~ m s ~ Afr
eo Ie have always fiad and
1can Pt " What he has succeeded in
Africans and re~hes that
still. haye s?metFting that fiotfW~~ work of the most destr?ca~evmg IS a m,!n~her:es ~f Africans: something fr~m which
tive phenomena m ef~ That is why he exhorts Afncans that
they are yet to recover
y. . '11 much work to be done, and it
they never forget, thabt ther~ ~s d?vidual person. He stresses that it
must be undertake~ y eac m i l l
ourself and your commuwill call for revolutionary, change t? 1rls introduction with these
nity," and he concludes his mess~~ m
.
morial to the
tf~ obvious that
words: liMy revolution starts Wit D:'e ~nd
people in the ~iddle pasdsage starhtsAfrn~ann~dividually and must
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be rep~ated by. eve!yonef' the African Holocaust does not concern
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th hundreds of
itself only with the period of time encompassmg e
years of the Africhan slavb~~~:y~~te~~6t~Q:ist or historial:'-' alEuropean sc 0 lars,
. th ir writings about AfrICans
ways seem to confine themselves ~ . e Africans as stunned surto the fringes C?f civi!iZition, deSCrl~ng t being able to cope with
vivors from this terrIble trauma, an no
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~e Protestant Dutch and particularly t e ng_ s11 Ei~_de-sTav-:
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Columbus set in motion that produced ·w~, sIav~d g~nocide
over the past five hundred years. Columbus, hiInself, was a syml5Q[Qf exploitation and greed and became a role model for later
European conquistadors, who raped and pmaged ~ric~s
and Africa. I!}s ironic that the true story of the Colum2E:s
~otherscatrocjtjes against the indigenous American people ~~
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asas, woe e
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the complexities of civilization. That, as Dr. Oarke shows, is a
false portrait. He chronicles the glorious history of Africans before
their calamitous meeting with If'uroEeans when the Africans were
intellectual g!ants of the world while Europe was encased in
darkness and ice-enclaves. Of this, Dr. Clarke noted, "The
Mricans have also preserved the intellectual masters of Europe,
Plato, Aristotle and Socrates, as well as some of the basics of
Christianity. The Europeans would now use that information and
tum on the people who :preserved it." Africans have not only preserved these Euro:pean Intellectuals but tutored them and were
resEonsible for therr historical glory; something for which, scholars like Diop and Obenga stateo, credit was never given where it
was due. In fact, Africa was treated with total omission and relegated to barbarism while Europe gloried in its sunshine.
That is why it is absolutely crucial that we must reclaim our
past glories in order to take our rightful place in the history of the
worla; a position that puts Africans at the top and first in the
be~g of the creating of a world civilization. If Africans fail to
do that now, all attempts at a total liberation and empowerment
will come to naught. That is the memorial we owe to our ancestors of the Middle Passage. We are the survivors of that 'ourne .
Not to take action and
-i 0
elr sacrl ice Will
1 was
In vain. That can never happen and will never
be-a11owed to happen.
This, then, is the message Dr. John Henrik Oarke leaves with
us in his most serious and vital study of "Christopher Columbus
and the African Holocaust." Dr. Clarke has not omy given us, in
his work, a very worthy book. What is of even greater significance
to us as Africans is tnat he has placed us on a life-long sacred
mission. Let us then begin on that road.
EDWARD SCOBIE
PROFESSOR EMERITUS
AFRICANA STUDIES DEPARTMENT
CITY COLLEGE
NEW YORK
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It is said that the Columbus voyage was the "first encounter" between the "New World and the Old World." This is contrary to all
known information.
from the great African empire of Mali in the 1300s re.:
ported that the king of Mali tQ!~t.fu~!J'l~pf t!v.:o e~p~:(:tltiQmLwun~
~s ofE2.~~~~t_!r~m Afric~~westjpto the gr~ ocean.: S~me
eVfaence suggests that there may have been perIOds of ancIent
.... it.'....• There . is physical evidence of a settlement in
trade from_:~9 Braz
dating baCi'lothexear 1000~ And by the time of Columbus himself, it hadoeCc)1ne routineTor English fishermen to travel acros.s the
Atlantic to fish the outer banks where they often caught sight of the
mainland to the west.
.
T~.!..velers

All?gether the historical record suggests as many as twenty C'QDtactt
and Sighting!; before Columbus.

-

Columbus

Why then is the
voyage considered "first"?
Because, for the modern ruling classes, the important point is not
the actual contact between peoples-ti. the world-histor5
Ewth of capitalism in Europemad~ossibl!Lby the plundex...of
Ame!icas~~~~LcUd not. start before Columbus."
!

,

The above_CIuotesare selected to illustrate the fact that
ChristoPfier Columbl,l~dis~q~e~~~t~~~ol~~lY no~Jn& tha~ he
was an adventurer, an oPP2!!.tmisl,_~d a willful murderer and a
lGi
that what he se.t.i!l.:~J:lgt!Q!l was the Oasis of Western~pi
talism and exploitation of both Africans and IndigeI!9US
Americans who had committed no crimes against Euro~an
people and did not know of European intention to conquer and
ejSlave them. Both the Africans and the Indigenous Americans
befriended the Europeans at first, only to be rewarded by enslavement. They did not protect themselves from the Europeans
because they did not believe there was a need to. The literature
exposing Christopher Columbus and the protracted crimes he set
in motion is massive and still growing. Today former Columbus
cheerleaders have discarded the word "discovery" and are now
using the word "encounter." They too are aware of the fact that
Christopher Columbus discovered absolutely nothing. He was a

ana
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d Chr' to her Columbus, his alleged
IS •~ the Indigenous Americans
The controversy aroun
discovery and what his enco;r;er Wl}ohn Paul III to bring some
set in motion has. promp~e SafJ:dorians. In a speech in Santo
peace in moderation to t e
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Domingo he has asked the Indians and th
.
. their captors and their enslavers The foIl e ;AfrICans to ~orgive
the Daily Challenge:
.
owmg excerpt IS from

.:.a:t

"SANTO DOMINGO, DOminican Rep bI'lC P
pleaded with all native Indian
th • ope J?hn Paul Tuesday
~ seooAmerlcas . a~d African
Americans to forgive the White
offenses.
or
years of mJustices and
The pope also said there w
d b
flieted enormous sufferin;s : : n~~v! Eur~pean colonizers had in·
not able to see them as childr
f th IndIans because they were
'In the name of Jesus Christ
~ e same God.
forgive those who have offendeds ~~~o~of the chu~ch: I ask you to
to the hemisphere's indigenous pe~pI~s.t e pope saId m a message
I

a:

'Forgive all those who durin th
of pain and sufferin for g ese SOO years have been the cause
pope said in a nin g
your ancestors and for yourselves' the
e-page message to Indians.
'
His message came one day after tho
.
the hemisphere marked the SOO usan?s of IndIans throughout
Columbus' arrival in America t~ha~?lversary of Christopher
European invaders.
WI
Itter protests against the
African American groups ha aI b
Columbus, saying his arrivaT~e so t~c~tted co~emorations of
tures and led to the African slave ~a:de. e estruction of native cuI·
The pope, however, has praised C 1 b
.
led to the introdUction of Christianity°~m;s, saymg his discovery
guishing between colonization
m e ~e~ World. In distincondemned past and
..an~ evangelIzatIon the pope has
while defending the p~~~en~~ustickes agains~ indigenous people
centuries."
rc s wor on theIr behalf over the
What the pope seems to have forgott (if h
at all) is a concept of Chr' ti . en
e cared to think about it
Europeans and that this Ch~s:mtyty c~eated by Europeans for
European conquest and expansio~~~ 19h5now a handmaiden of
Jochannan has said, "ReliO'ion' th dO~. o~t the world. Dr. beno·
IS
e eification of a people's cul18

lNTRODucnON

ture." By extension I have also added religion is the deification of a
people's politics and power intent. I wonder will the pope ever be
w~.~~.~sJ<_!h~ . . Igws-.t.o...f9J:'g!~~.J!t~.G_~!!l!~!!.J!t_.J::tlr()p~~n
~locat1sJ? This was a crime committed in Europe by Europeans
against European people. In size an~sc0f'eit was small in comparison to the great holocaustsJiiJir~J9iY.Theliolocausti-igafust-fl\Er
African Americans and the Indigenous AmerIcans mistakenly
cruIed Indians was mor han a hundred times worse than the
l!""urOpean HolOCaust that we know so much about. a er wrence
t
, 0 e ongs 0 e sam
' , as renlinded
us that before there can be forgiveness there must first be repentance. Has the pope called on the criminals who destroyed and enslaved African Americans and Indigenous Americans in the millions to repent? Once he calls on them to repent I believe that some
of us will consider forgiving some of them. U1,ltil there is some show
of repentance on the part of our enemy we will wear oui desire for
revenge like a badge of honor.
The pope concludes his message in the following manner:

On the last full day of his trip to the Dominican Republic, the
pope met separately with representatives of Indians and
African Americans in the Vatican's embassy here and gave
them two written messages for all their peoples throughout
the Americas.
In his message to Indians of all tribes, the pope said the
church could not forget the II enormous sufferings inflicted on
the people of this continent during the era of conquest and
colonization."
He said the abuses committed by the European Christian colonizers were due to the I/lack of love in those people who were
unable to see the indigenous as brothers and sons of the same
God."
In a separate message to African Americans he condemned as
a II shameful trade" the African slavery which followed the
discovery of the New World and said the Christians responsible had betrayed their faith.
19
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The pope again defended the work of early missionaries from
the accusations that they were partners in colonization as the
cross and the sword marched together. "What other motives
if not preaching the ideas of the gospel spurred the missionaries to denounce the injustices committed against the Indians
at the time of the conquest? " he asked.
He assured them the church was well aware of "the alienation
that weighs on you, the injustices you suffer, the serious difficulties you have in defending your lands and your rights, the
frequent lack of respect for your customs and traditions."
He promised them that the church would raise its voice in
condemnation whenever their human dignity was violated.
In his message to African Americans the pope denounced the
"very grave injustice COmmitted against the Black populations of the African continent, who were violently uprooted
from their lands, their culture and their traditions and taken
as slaves to America."
He called the slave trade"an enormous crime" and "an ignoblecommerce."
"These men and women were victims of a shameful trade,
which was carried out by people who were baptized but did
not live according to the principles of their faith," he said:
"How can one forget the enormous sufferings inflicted on
POpulations deported from the African continent, in contempt
of the most basic human rights?"
"How can One forget the human lives cut down by slavery?
There is a need to confess, in all truth and humility, this sin of
man against man," the pope said.

.
ddressing his message to Indians of
saldAlhe
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The
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all tribes from as a 0 the Tierra del Fuego at the southern
tip of South America.
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peter came across Europe saying that the infidel Arabs were barring Europeans from visiting the Holy places, observing the Holy
Grail and visiting the place of the Crucifixion. Michael Bradley in
his book, Holy Grail Across the Atlantic, has proven that there was
no Holy Grail in the first place and it wasn't lost in the second
place and it wasn't where they thought it was in the third place.
The pope saw a reason he could use to cut down on all of this
anger against the Church. The propaganda swept through
Europe that they had to move across Europe in a crusade to rescue this mythological Holy Grail that wasn't lost in the first place.
Now they started to march, moving across Europe, to the rescue.
However, in the movement across Europe, they forgot the pentup anger against the Church. This gave the Church a new lease on
life which would last until the rise of Martin Luther who would
then challenge the Church again and lay the basis of Protestant
Reformation. There were many crusades and many reasons for
people going on crusades, none of which had anything to do with
religion or God.
The way the story is presented to you in school, you think it
has something to do with holiness. It has something to do with
European power and Europe rising from the Dark Ages; it has
something to do with Europe's search for something outside of
Europe to eat; something to do with European emotionalism
venting itself on people outside of Europe and something to do
with Europe trying to find a scapegoat for its own anger. Europe
was trying to deflect the fact of its own enslavement of other
Europeans. They would call it feudalism but it was an enslavement. It was European enslavement of other Europeans.
The Crusaders won all the battles in Cecil B. De Mille's
movies; he gave them victories, but, in many cases, in real history,
they got the hell beaten out of them. These well-dressed lords
took with them common/ ordinary people to do their work and
their laundry ... these common/ ordinary people saw these lords
with their tails being beaten and on their knees begging for mercy
before the alleged infidel" Arabs. They began to understand that
these men who owned land and controlled their lives were less
than God. In the meantime back in Europe, some of the young
1/
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lords had given up a privilege that the old lords were hanging
onto, the privilege of first night.
. If you lived on the lord's land and you married, he had the
privilege of spending the first night with your wife. Some of the
young lords had conceded that the poor critter should at least
have that privilege. Now when the old lords came back into
Europe there was a semblance of human recognition for the serf
(the White slave) on the plantation. This semblance of human
recognition would lead to more demands. It would lead to a fight
against child labor. While it didn't lead to the banishment of
prostitution it would lead to workhouses and places where they
could at least put people out of Sight.
Europe had lost one·third of its population through famine
and plagues. On the eve of 1400 AD, this is the sight you see in
Europe.. .far less in creature comforts than anything in Africa and
Asia. They were engaged in tribal warfare in Europe as they are
engaged in genocidal conflict right now...only in Europe you don't
call it tribal warfare. You will not deal with the fact that not only
what is happening in Russia today is tribal warfare it is partly
race war.
You forgot the millions of Asians who went into Europe and
didn't go home. Asian men who came without women and didn't
go home to satisfy that biological necessity. Indeed, if it is a necessity all the time...that's another lecture. I think we've overdone
that assumption. What is always a biological pleasure is not always a biological necessity. Let's at least concede that much.)
These Europeans intermingled with these Asians to create a
European ethnic entity that is still in Europe. Europe was still
hungry and awakening. While it was awakening, it began to pay
some attention to the new light in Europe, Spain. Spain was then
dominated by Africans, Arabs and Berbers. This combination of
Africans, Arabs, Berbers and Jewish financial managers known as
Grandees were totally in control of Spain, parts of France and
Portugal where the Africans and Arabs had lost power in 1240
AD. However, in 1415 the Portuguese got up enough nerve to attack a small place on the coast of Northwest Africa (present·day
Morocco). It was a place called Ceuta. As battles go, it wasn't
much of a battle, and as places go it wasn't much of a place. I've
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.
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.
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with these maps, begins to open up a school for chart-making
and map-making to let the European know something about the
other parts of the world.
I recently appraised a book that called Prince Henry the initiator of the slave trade... which is inaccurate. He did set European
maritime skills in motion. Using the maritime information the
Africans and the Arabs had preserved at the University of
Salamanca [Spain], Europe would now go back to sea; it had
previously forgotten longitude and latitude. In other words, when
they put a ship out to sea, they wouldn't know which way to
turn it; they didn't know east from west.
That challenge from Mediterranean Africans the challenge of
the Moors, that challenge of the Arabs had driven Europe into the
Middle Ages and had dulled the senses of Europe to the fact that
they lived now in fear. Prince Henry-while called the
Navigator-didn't navigate anything and there is no evidence
that he ever went to sea. The main thing Prince Henry did was to
introduce Europe to maritime information. The European in turn
used the maritime information coming out of China (then the
leading maritime nation of the world) to go out to sea again and
to get rid of some of the old wives' tales about the sea. Some of
the tales were that if you go so far the sea drops off; the world
was flat, not round.
The European had begun to make up his mind ... all the
hunger, all the faminenow ... that he had ships and guns, the
European didn't care what shape the world was in. Round or flat.
He wants it all. Round or flat. Sometimes African people approach European power brokers with the assumption that
Europeans are going to give us back things that they had already
taken from us. They took it from you; you've got to take it back.
There is some indication that a little-known sailor, Cristobal
Colon (Christopher Columbus) attended one of Prince Henry's
schools of chart-making. There he learned the basis of maritime
skills. We have no evidence that he had, or ever had, any command. This gets us into a mystery about Columbus.
Michael Bradley, in a new work called The Columbus
Conspiracy, found so much dirt under the name Columbus... he
maintains that there were two Columbus's. No one man could

h
h dirt according to Bradley. This
Jaave been capable of t at m.uc
When he is faced with the difiacludes ~even illegitimate~~!~~ the women, he couldn't have
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Now let's go t~ 1492.
d ther than the alleged "discovery"
In 1492 things happene 0 'd I with two African events
that was not a discovery.at a~Let ~ :otion. In 1492 Spain was
that helped to set certam t g.s m of Queen Isabella and King
Whitening up through the marrIage
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Ferdinand. They began now to ex
1<the Arabs. If they expelled the ~~;~ the Moors, t~e Africans and
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J):Jes anybody know a well-run country? They never got themryes together.
r. Another event would happen within Inner West Africa, the
,estern Sudan. The Emperor of the Songhai Empire, Sonni Ali,
r0uld be killed coming home from a minor war in the South. He
fIrowned when his horse became entangled in underbrush, cross~g a minor stream. Now the great independent states in Africa
F beginning to falL These states are not coastal states; these are
Inner West African states. These states could have rescued West
African states and saved them fro;m the slave trade. They would
go on to the heights of grandeur in the midst of the slave trade
and in spite of the slave trade.
, Christopher Columbus in 1492 set out for a new world. Let's
ask some questions. This man has had no command position; he
has not even been a petty officer. How then did this obscure sailor
become Admiral of the Ocean Seas for the Spanish Navy? Who is
behind this? Why is it that Christopher Columbus sailed from
Spain the same week the Spanish expelled the Jews? Who exactly
was Christopher Columbus? Was he sailing out ahead of the
Expulsion? ???
Michael Bradley and others have now located those who financed the ships. They were all Jewish bankers who were told,
!'Give me your money, or give me your life." They were the chief
translators on the boat. He was to go to Asia. Why didn't he go
to Asia? Sailing up and down the Guinea Coast (West Africa), he
had discovered-from African sailors who had already gone to
the New World-there was a possibility of gold in another direction. I suspect that Columbus turned his ships in another direction. He also "discovered" that there was a current in the sea. If
you pick it up at a certain time of year, it will push you almost
straight into the Caribbean Islands. That current took him there.
This is why ships were lost coming back, because if you come
back too soon the current reverses itself once every six months.
That's why he ended up in Portugal on his way back.
Once he got there - and you should read Eric Williams'
Documents of West Indian History. This is the most underrated
Caribbean scholar. Most people underrate him maybe because
they didn't like the way he ran Trinidad and Tobago. I don't
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know how he ran Trinidad. I know he was a damn good researcher, one of the finest of the Caribbean researchers. I knew
him at Howard, as a professor of Political Science. He was a brilliant man and he had a big ego. He was a very brilliant scholar,
ego notwithstanding. Documents of West Indian History was only
one of the four volumes he had compiled. He goes through
Christopher Columbus' diary, the best analysis of Christopher
Columbus' diary that I've ever seen. When Columbus saw these
Indigenous Americans (mistakenly called Indians), he said in his
monologue, "I wonder why they're bringing such small amounts
of gold? I wonder where the mines are? They'll be easier to conquer than I thought they would be."
He would write a letter to Queen Isabella saying, "From this
area I can send you as many slaves as you can accommodate."
He never thought of partnership; in his mind it was enslavement
from the very beginning. His intentions were not good. He would
kill off his own labor supply. He would kill some of the people
who could have helped him find the gold. For the documentation
on this, I wish someone would read Father Bartolomeo de las
Casas' work, the Devastation of the Indies. It's a small book and
you could read it in one evening or less.
Father de las Casas is called the first historian of the New
World. He wrote it all down. Christopher Columbus would go to
him after the third voyage and the rapid disappearance of the
Indians. He would go and ask for an increase in the African slave
trade allegedly to save the soul of the Indians. When the pope
would send Commissions to various islands sometimes not one
Indian would be alive, but the African endured. If the African
endured and the Indian perished it had nothing to do with the
fact that one was braver than the other. It had to do with the
structure of their societies.
The Indians had a monolithic society and the African came
out of a pluralistic society, many societies functiOning side by
side. The Indian came out of a monolithic society which was
tightly woven. While they existed side by side with the other societies, they did not give the other societies the same integration or
recognition. Sometimes they waged relentless war against the
neighboring society.
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IN TIllS YEAR OF THE QUINCENTENARY OF Christopher Columbus'
alleged discovery" of the Caribbean Islands and the Americas,
collectively called the New World, there is a need not only to reexamine the myth of Columbus but the broader myth of Europe
and its people and the consequences of their expansion beyond
their shores in the 15th and the 16th century. This event needs an
explanation over and above the fact of their expansion.
As a classroom teacher, I have referred to the years between
1400 and 1600 as the Christopher Columbus Era. I know full well
that this era started before Columbus was born. This was a point
in history when Europeans freed themselves from the lethargy of
.. the Middle Ages, the aftermath of the Crusades and the famines
and plagues that had taken one-third of the population of
Europe. It is also the period when Europeans freed themselves
from almost a thousand-year fear of Islam and what they referred to as the Infidel Arabs who had been controlling the
Mediterranean and its trade routes since the decline of the Roman
Empire in the middle of the 7th century. The renewal of European
nationalism, the marriage of Ferdinand and Isabella of Spain, the
expulsion of the Arabs, Moors and the Jews from Spain in 1492
and the introduction of the slave trade gave Europe a new eeonomic lease on life. Europeans had to create a rationale and a series of myths to justify their new position and what they intended
to extract from non-European people.
II
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Some of the myths set in motion by what I have referred to as
the Columbus Era still plague the world today. With the Atlantic
Slave Trade the Europeans had set in motion a holocaust for
African people that is still active in some form on the SOOth year
anniversary ?f Chr~stopher Columbus' alleged" discovery." They
had also set m motion an era of protracted genocide against nonEuropean. people that continues, with its many dimensions, in every place m the world where there is European influence over nonEuropean people.
At this point there is a need to call attention to Michael
B~adley' s .work, The Icen:an Inheritance, that deals very frankly
WIth the rIse and expanSIOn of European racism and the book by
Fr.ances Cres.s ~elsing, The Isis Papers, that deals more specifically
WIth the orIgms of White racism and how it affects African
people.
. There w~ren't e~ough soldiers in Europe to take over the contment of Afr~ca, IndIa, the Caribbean Islands and both South and
North AmerIca. The gr~atest achievement of the Europeans was
the conquest of the mmd of their victims through a series of
myths that could bear re-examining in order to understand the
deep~r meaning of the Christopher Columbus Era and its reverberatIons for today.

1. Th~ myth of a p~ople waiting in darkness for another people to
bnng them the lzght. In most countries where the Europeans
i~v.a~ed. or influenced they put out the light of local
c~v~l.tza~Ions and culture and destroyed civilizations,
CIvilizatIons that were old before Europeans were born.
2. The myth of a people without a legitimate God. Europeans
made no serious attempt to understand the religious cultures of non:European people wherever they went in the
world. If theIr god concept was not in agreement with the
Europeans, then the Europeans assured them that they had
no god worthy of worship.
3. Th.e .myth of the. primitive and the aborigine. Here we have a
mIsmterpretatIon of two words that originally meant
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first" or the original. European interpretation was derogatory and downgrading, and it still is. In many ways the
Europeans were saying to non-European people th~t they
did not have the right to choose a god or a culture different
from that of the Europeans.

II

f

4. The myth of the invader and conqueror as civilizer. Generally
speaking, no people ever spr~ad any civiliza~on ar:'-ywhere
or at anytime in human hIstOry through mvasIo~ and
conquest. The invader and the conqueror spreads his way
of life at the expense of his victims. They generally destroy
civilization in the name of civilization.

. In this initial expansion, the Europeans not only colonized. history, they colonized information about hist~ry. !he most ~Isas. trous of all their colonizations was the coloruzation of the Image
of God. They denied the conquered people the ri~ht to see God
through their own imagination or to address God m a word t?at
came from their own language. Every effort was made to WIpe
from their memory how they ruled a state and how they related
to their spirituality before the coming of the Europeans. Most of
the people of the world were forced to forget that over half of
human history was over before anyone knew that a European
was in the world. Non-Europeans, especially in Nile Valley civilizations, had laid the basis for the spirituality that would later
be converted into the major religions of the world. They had also
. developed the thought pattern that would later be developed into
the philosophical thought of the world. All of this had happened
outside of Europe before Europeans had names, durable shoes or
houses with windows.
In order to understand Christopher Columbus, the African
Holocaust and the protracted era of genocide set in motion by the
Christopher Columbus Era, we must re-examine the year 14~2
and give it a significance over and above what happened m
Europe.
.
At this point, it is essential that we look ba~k m ?r?er to look
forward with more understanding. Too many times It IS assumed
that African history began with the slave trade. There were a
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thousand years of independent state formation and state management in Inner West Africa called the Western Sudan before the
slave trade. This period of independent African political and cultural activity needs to be reviewed in order to understand at
least in part, what West Mrica lost in the slave trade. Profe;sor
Van Sertima has said that Mrican history has been locked into a
SOD-year room. I have extended this by saying that African history has been locked behind a slavery curtain. It is necessary to
look at West African history before and after the slave trade in
order to understand how and why the slave trade occurred and
why ~rica~ p~oJ?le, more than any other people in the world,
~ere Its ~a~ VIC~S. The Mricans were open-minded and politI~ally naIve m theIr relationship with non-Mrican people, espeCIally the European. So they did not know the intentions and the
temperament of the Europeans then and they do not know it
now.
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Africa
Before
the Slave Trade

JdY APPROACH TO THIS SUBJECT, on reflection, might seem .overly
:ambitious because most of the writers who have dealt WIth the
African slave trade that began in the fifteenth and sixteenth cen'turies have not acknowledged that an age of grandeur came be.fore this agony that changed Mrica and the world for all time to
(:ome.
. . When I speak of Africa's age of grandeur I am referring to the
last flowering of state and empire-building in the Western Sudan
(Inner West Mrica) before the breaking-up of the coastal states
'and the spread of the slave trade to other areas. This is the forgotten age of grandeur whose loss helped to make the West
Mrican slave trade possible.
, I generally divide African history into three arbit,rary c.a~e
gorles. There is nothing scientific about my method. It IS .a utIh~
developed in order to simplify an overall approach to AfrIcan history. In dividing African history into ages of gran?eur that I call
the First, Second and Third Golden Age, I am saymg to students
that most people in the world who have had an age of grandeur
or a Golden Age, have had only one. As did the Romans, the
iGreeks rose and fell and never rose again. I maintain that African
people have had three Golden Ages and could have a fourth one.
What does this say about our potential and our ability. to bounce
back from defeat and decline and be a total people agam?
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Th~re is a need now ~o look back on Africa's Golden Ages and
the mam currents of African history that led to the decline of the
last age of grandeur and the beginning of the slave trade.
It can be said with a strong degree of certainty that Africa has
had three Golden Ages. The first two reached their climax and
we~e in decline befor~ ~urope as a functioning entity in human
SOCIety was born. AfrIca s First Golden Age began at "the begin.
nin?". with ~he birth of man and the development of organized
socle~es. It .I~ gener~ly conceded in most scholarly circles that
mankin~ orIgInated m Africa; this provides a basis for the theory
that AfrIcan man was the father and African woman the mother
of humankind.
In his book, The Progress and Evolution of Man in Africa, Dr. L.
S. B. Leakey states that:
"In every country that one visits and where one is drawn into a
conversation about Africa, the question is regularly asked by people who should know better: 'But what has Mrica contributed to
world progress?' The critics of Africa forget that men of science today, WIth few exceptions, are satisfied that Africa was the birthplace
of ~an ~self, and that for many hundreds of centUries thereafter,
Africa was ill the forefront of all human progress." (Leakey, 1961:1)
. In the ea~ly' dev~lopment of man, the family was the most
~port~t urnt m eXIstence. Through the years the importance of
this urnt has not changed. The first human societies were developed for reas?ns relating to the needs and survival of the family.
~e early Afz:ican had to make hooks to catch fish, spears to hunt
WIth, ~d. knives: ~e searched for new ways of building shelter,
gat~erIng and ~aIsmg food, and domesticating animals. Our use
of ifre today SImply con~ues the pro~ess started by the early
Africans-the control of fIre. In the making of tools that sets man
apart fro.m all living creatures Africans started man along the
tool-making path.
With the discovery of metals and how to use them, all Mrica
took a great leap forward. Man had learned how to take iron
from the ~ound and turn it into spears and tools. Iron cultures
spr~ad rapIdly acros~ Africa and there were very few parts of
AfrIca that were not influenced by these iron age cultures. Iron
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j,Jtures had their greatest development in the area of Africa that
"pow the Eastern Sudan in the great c~ty-state of Meroe. The ~se
II iron accelerated every aspect of MrIcan dev~lopment and ~
..,duced a new danger-the eventual use of Iron weapons m
_artare. (Phillipson, 1977 102-227)
.1z: The Nile River became a great cultural highway, bringing
~peoples and cultures out of inner Mrica. These migrations by
liver led to the establishment of one of the greatest nations in
.,orId history - Egypt. In his book, The Destruction of Black
Civilization, Great Issues of a Race from 4500 B.c. to 2000 A.D., the
.African-American historian, Chancellor Williams (1974), refers to
1Sgypt as "Ethiopia's oldest daughter," and calls attention to the
.evidence to prove the southern Mrican origin of early Egyptian
people and their civilization. (62-124)
Egypt first became an organized nation about 6000 B.C.
Medical interest centers upon a period in the Third Dynasty
.(5345-5307 B.c.), when Egypt had an ambitious pharaoh named
Zoser; and Zoser, in turn, had for his chief counsel and minister a
brilliant commoner named Imhotep (whose name means "He
who cometh in peace"). Although Egypt gave the world some of
the greatest personalities in the history of mankind, Imhotep is
.singularly outstanding. In the ancient history of Egypt, no individual left a deeper impression than the commoner Imhotep. He
Was the world's first multi-genius. He was also the real father of
medicine. Imhotep constructed the famous step pyramid of
Sakkarah near Memphis and the building methods used in the
.construction of this pyramid revolutionized the architecture of
the ancient world Gackson, 1978: 3-35). In his book, Evolution of
Modern Medicine, Sir William Osler (1921) refers to Imhotep as
lithe first figure of a physician to stand out clearly from the mists
of antiquity."
The period in Egyptian history from the Third Dynasty to the
first invasion of Egypt by the Hyksos, or Shepherd Kings, in 1675
B.C. is, in my opinion, the apex of the First Golden Age. The
Western Asian domination over Egypt lasted about four hundred
and twenty years and was ended by the rise of Egyptian nationalism during the Seventeenth Dynastian era. It would later develop
into a state with a known history of more than a thousand years.
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In Europe and in the Arab countries, Ghana was known as a
country rich in gold. This was a natural attraction for the Arabs
and later the Europeans. The country reached the height of its
greatness during the reign of Tenkamenin one of its greatest
kings, who came to power in 1062 A.D. The king lived in a palace
of stone and wood which was built to be defended in time of war.
The Empire was well organized. The political progress and social
well-being of its people could be favorably compared to the best
kingdoms and empires that prevailed in Europe at this time. The
country had a military force of 200,000 men. (Wingfield, 1957)
In one of a number of holy wars, or jihads, Ghana was in- '
vaded by the Almoravides under the leadership of Abu Bekr of
the Sosso Empire in 1076, A.D. This conquest brought an end to
Ghana's age of prosperity and cultural development. The character of the country was slow to change. Nearly a hundred years
later the Arab writer, El Idrisi, wrote of it as being "the greatest
kingdom of the Blacks" (Buah, 1974: 171). In a later account, El
Idrisi said: "Ghana is the most commercial of the Black countries.
It is visited by rich merchants from all the surrounding countries
and from the extremities of the West" (Buah, 1974: 6).
In 1087 Ghana regained its independence, but without regaining its old strength, state organization, and grandeur. The ruins
of the Empire of Ghana became the kingdoms of Diara and
Sosso. The provinces of Ghana became a part of the Mali Empire
and were later absorbed into the Songhai Empire.
The great drama of state building, trade and commerce and
power brokerage unfolded at Timbuktoo, the queen city of the
Western Sudan. Two hundred miles down the Niger from
Timbuktu the competing city of Gao stood. It was founded
about the 7th century A.D. and was the capital of the large Black
empire of Songhai. Like Timbuktu, it was in a favorable position
for the trans-Saharan trade in the days of the regular caravans
from North Africa. Also, like Timbuktu, the greatest days of Gao
came in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. (DuBOis, 1969: 189274)
In the years when Timbuktoo was the great intellectual nucleus of the Songhai Empire, African scholars were enjoying a renaissance that was known and respected throughout most of
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a and in parts of Europe. At this period in African history,
-r1(U:niversity of Sankore was the educational cap~tal of t~e
Jestern Sudan. In his book, Timbuktoo the Mystenous, Fehx
_ ... __ gives us the following picture:
liThe scholars of Timbuktoo yielded in nothing to t~e saints ~nd
their sojourns in the foreign universities of Fez, Tum~ and ~a.no.
They astounded the most learned men in Islam by then erudltiO~.
That these Negroes were on a level with the Arabian. savants IS
roved by the fact that they were installed as professors m Morocco
~d Egypt. In contrast to this, we find tha! the Ar~bs we~e not always equal to the requirements of Sankore. (DU~IS, 1969. t:~ 1- ~
(J /'., l"""1-lc'4~~'

. f'c

p

(JY' t;

~\

:" The famous Emperor of Mali, ~ansa Mus~~stoRpe~_~!j
Junbuktu on his pilgrimage to Mecca m 1~Y.R~ went. m regal
fplendor with an entourage of@QQD>pe-rsons, mclu~mg 1200
jervants. Five hundred bondsman, each of whom carned a staff
,/,
old marched in front of the Emperor. Two hundred
./1
pure
g
b
2,400 pounds of gold which this African
'.ghty camel'sore
d f
:~onarch distributed as alms and gifts .. Muss~ retur~e. ro~
Mecca with an architect who designed lmposmg b~lldmgs m
timbuktu and other parts of his realm..(Boahen,.1969. 9-17)
: To the outside world of the late medIeval perIOd, the E~peror
J,iansa Mussa was more than an individua!. He was .Afnc.a. He
conquered the Songhai Empire and rebUIlt the l!m~er~lty of
Sankore. He figured, by name, on every map. In his lIfetime he
-,.became the symbol of the mystery and the fabulous wealth of the
~own African continent. He was the ~ost color.ful o~ ~he
r,Jlack kings of the fourteen.th century. He still held this pOSItion
'f'Jearly two centuries after his death.
.
F'" After the death of Mansa Mussa the Empire of Mali declmed
Jt\ importance. Its place was taken by Songhai who~e greatest
king was Askia the Great (Mohammed Toure) .. Askla c~me to
power in 1493, one year after Columbus landed.m Amenca. H~
~nso1idated the territory conquered by the prevIO~s ruler Sonm
Ali and built Songhai into the most powerful state m the Western
''Sudan. His realm, it is said, was larger th~ all Europe.
ie,
The German writer, Henry Barth, in his famous work, ~ravels
",nd Discoveries in North and Central Africa (1857) calls Askia the
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Great" one of the most brilliant and enlightened administrators of
all times" (667). He reorganized the army of Songhai, improved
the system of b~nking and credit, and made the city-states of
Gao Walata, Tlmbuktu and Jenne into intellectual centers.
Timbuktu, during his reign, was a city of more than 100,000
people, a city "filled to the top," says a chronicler of that time
"with gold and dazzling women." (Felix Dubois: 250)
,
Askia encouraged scholarship and literature. Students from
all over the Moslem world came to Timbuktoo to study grammar, law and surgery at the University of Sankore; scholars came
from North Africa and Europe to confer with learned historians
and writers of this Black empire. Many books were written and a
Sudanese literature developed. Leo Africanus, who wrote one of
the best known works on the Western Sudan says:
"In !~buktoo there are numerous judges, doctors and clerics, all
recelvmg good salaries from the king. He pays great respect to men
of learning. There is a big demand for books in manuscript, imported from Barbary [North Africa]. More profit is made from the
book trade than from any other line of business."

Askia has been hailed as one of the wisest monarchs of the
Alexander Chamberlain (1911), in his book, The
Contributzon of the Negro to Human Civilization, says of him:
Midd~e ~ges.

"In personal character, in administrative ability, in devotion to the
welfare of I:Us s~bjects,. in open-~dedness towards foreign influe~ces~ and m Wisdom m the adoption of enlightened ideas and instItutIons from abroad, King Askia was certainly the equal of the
average European monarch of the time and superior to many of
them." (489)
~fter the death ~f Askia the Great in 1528, the Songhai
EmpIre began to lose Its strength and its control over its vast terri~ory. When the Songhai Empire collapsed after the capture of
Tlmbuktu and Gao by the Moroccans in 1591, the whole of the
Western Sudan was devastated by the invading troops. The
Sultan of Morocco, EI-Mansur had sent a large army with
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opean firearms across the S~ara to attac~ the once p~werful
, '" . ire of Songhai. The army dId not reach Tlmbuktu until 1591.
/., prosperous city of Timbuktu was p~undered by t~e ar~y of
tlebooters. A state of anarchy prevalled. The Umverslty of
~ore, which had stood for over five hundred years, was de.toyed and the faculty exiled to Morocco. The greatest.Sudanese
.olar of that day, Ahmed Baba was among those exiled. Baba
a scholar of great depth and inspiration. He was the author
m
. ore than forty books on s~ch diverse t~e~es a~ theology, ast pomy, ethnography and bIOgraphy. HIS rIch hbrary of 1600
'. ks was lost during his expatriation from Timbuktu. (Clarke,
j7J: 142-147)
.
'fl:;' .. Timbuktu provides the most tragic example of the struggles
• the West African states and towns as they strove to preserve
what was once their Golden Age. The Arabs, Berbers and Tuaregs
from the north showed them no mercy. Timbuktu had previously
been sacked by the Tuaregs as early as 1433 and they had occupied it for thirty years. Betw~en 1591 and 1593~ the Tuaregs once
more occupied and looted Tlmbuktu. Thus, Tlmbuktu, once the
queen city of the Western Sudan with more than two hundred
thousand inhabitants and the center of a powerful state, degenerated into a shadow of its former stature.
Now, West Africa entered a sad period of decline. During the
Moorish occupation, wreck and ruin became the order of the day.
When the Europeans arrived in this part of Africa and saw these
ocmditions they assumed that nothing of order and value had e:c. IJted in these countries. The past Golden Ages are part of the his\ofy that the exploiters of Africa want the world to ignore. The
Feat Ghanaian scholar, Dr. Joseph B. Danquah, outlined the ~re
tJavery history of Africa in his introduction to the book, Untted
West Africa (or Africa) at the Bar of the Family of Nations, when he
said:
·.:.l:.':.•. . .

".·
E
As

"By the time Alexander the Great was sweeping the civilized world
with conquest after conquest from Chaeronia to Gaza from Babylon
to Cabul; by the time this first of the Aryan conquerors w~s lea~
ing the rudiments of war and government at the feet of philosophiC
Aristotle; and by the time Athens was laying down the found~ti~ns
of modem European civilization, the earliest and greatest Ethiopian
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culture had already flourished and dominated the civilized world
for over four centuries and a half. Imperial Ethiopia had conquered
Egypt and founded the XXVth Dynasty, and for a century and a
half the central seat of civilization in the known world was held by
the ancestors of the modem Negro, maintaining and defending it
against the ASSyrian and Persian Empires of the East. Thus, at the
time when Ethiopia was leading the civilized world in culture and
conquest, East was East, but West was not, and the first European
(Graecian) Olympiad was as yet to be held. Rome was nowhere to
be seen on the map, and sixteen centuries were to pass before
Charlemagne would rule in Europe and Egbert become first King of
England. Even then, history was to drag on for another seven hundred weary years, before Roman Catholic Europe could see fit to
end t?e Great Schism ~oon to be followed by the disturbing news of
the discovery of Amenca and by the fateful rebirth of the youngest
of World Civilizations."

In this young civilization, a need for slavery was created. This
need had an unforeseen effect upon African people, the magnitude of which continues to be experienced to the present day.
When the Europeans first came down the west coast of Africa
they were treated as guests by the unsuspecting Africans whom
they wo.uld l~ter enslave. When the Africans began to suspect
~t the mtentions of the Europeans were not good, in most cases,
It was too late and they did not have the modem weapons of that
day to defend themselves.
In his book, Ghana, The Morning After, K. Budu-Acquah
(1960) explains the effort of one king of the country that would
later be called The Gold Coast (now Ghana) to save his people
from the slave trade. His name was Nana Kwamena Ansa. His
attempt to ?iscourage the Portuguese from settling in his country
was met WIth force. The following is Budu-Acquah's explanation
of his effort:

I

I

II

1

"Our forefathers' antipathy to Imperialism is exemplified by the
speech of Nana Ansa, who foresaw clearly that they were going to
b~ called upon to prey on one another, to be left helpless, disorgaruzed and demoralized. His speech has been quoted by the late Mr.
Mensah-Sarbah Dr. de Graft Johnson and others, and it is worth
quoting once more from W.W. Claridge's History of the Gold Coast
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and Ashanti for it shows equally well the development of the Akan
. language, its poetry which is 'as perfect and musical as any.Latin or
Roman language' and 'if the richness of a language be an mdex to
the natural eloquence of the Akan people it is a sure indication of a
balanced and highly developed mental equipment."

. . In his speech to Diego de Azambuia, commander of the
Jertuguese expedition, King Ansa said:
ll'

"I am not insensible to the high honour which your great master
the Chief of Portugal has this day conferred upon me. His friendship I have always endeavored to merit by the stric~ess of my
dealings with the Portuguese and by my constant exert1~ns t? procure an immediate lading for the vessels. But never until thiS day
did I observe such a difference in the appearance of his subjects;
they have hitherto been meanly attired; were eas~ly ~ontented ~ith
the commodity they received; and so far from Wishing to continue
in this country, were never happy until they could complete their
lading and return. Now I remark a strange difference. A great
number, richly dressed, are anxious to be allowed to build houses,
and to continue among us. Men of such eminence, conducted by a
commander who from his own account seems to have descended
from the God who made day and night, can never bring themselves to endure the hardships of this climate nor would they here
be able to procure any of the luxuries that abound in their own
country. The passions that are common to us all men will therefore
inevitably bring on disputes and it is far preferable that both our
nations should continue on the same footing as they hitherto have
done, allowing your ships to come and go as usual; the desire of
seeing each other occasionally will preserve peace ~etween us. T~e
sea and the land being always neighbors are contmually at vanance and contending who shall give way; the sea with great violence attempting to subdue the land, and the land with equal obstinacy resolving to oppose the sea." (Budu-Acquah, 1960: 23-24)

The Portuguese were not impressed by the eloquence of King
Ansa's speech. They forced their way into hi~ country a~d built
the first permanent slave trading settlement m West Afnca. The
year was 1482.
K. Budu-Acquah explains the tragedy in the following
'statement:
45
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"This w~s the beginning of European colonization, the beginning of
th~ ~unting-gro?-nd for procuring slave labor, the disruption of our
relIgIOn,. our sO~lal systems, the lost of respect for our forefathers; all .
!hese ~gs bemg taken away without anything of value being put
.
m theIr place." (1960: 24)
.It is ~vi?ent then that European colonization was instrumental m brmgmg about the decline of the Third of Africa's Golden
Ages. Therefore, thi~ t:nstory of exploitation and the responsibility
for the present condItIon of the societies of the Third Golden Age
are understandably attributed to the greed and imperialistic
goals of the European nations.

3

New Enemies
Disguised As
Friends

GHANIAN WRITER, A. Adu Boahen, in the article, "The Coming
Europeans" (c. 1440-1700) gives us the following informaabout this significant event in history:
II Africa south of the Sahara has been known to Europeans since
Greco-Roman times, but it was not until the fourth decade of the fifteenth century that they began to arrive in numbers on its shores.
The first to come were the Portuguese. They were followed in the
1450's by the Spaniards, who soon after abandoned Africa to ex..plore the Americas, toward the end of the century some English
and French adventurers and traders arrived. Hewever, their governments were not to give official backing to such enterprises until
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The Dutch were the next to
appear on the African scene, and during the last decade of the six. teenth century they effectively challenged the lead enjoyed by the
Portuguese. The Danes dropped anchor in 1642, the Swedes in
1647, and the Brandenburgers in 1682. The reasons for this sudden
surge of interest were partly political, partly economic, partly technological. In the first place, no overseas activities could succeed
without the patronage and direction of a strong nation-state enjoying stable and peaceful conditions at home, and no such nationstates emerged in Europe until after the end of the fourteenth century and these continued to be wracked by foreign and civil wars
for another hundred years or more."
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NEW ENEMIES DISGUISED As FRIENDS

The nation-states of Europe stabilized themselves and developed their economy mainly at the expense of African people. Professor Boahen further tells us that:

He and his children and grandchildren and those to whom they
sold slaves received much, much more (many billions more)
through the unpaid labor of whole generations of slaves. But this,
too, was not at all the end of their enrichment."

"On balance then, politically, economically, and socially, the European presence and activities in Africa during the second period
were virtually an unmitigated disaster for the Africans. By 1700 all
the great hopes that had been conjured up during the earlier phase
of exploration had turned sour. To borrow Basil Davidson's terms,
Africa had by then turned into the "Black Mother," producing
slaves solely in the interest of the growing capitalist system in Europe and the New World and it was to do this for another hundred
and fifty years. At the beginning of their contact, sub-Saharan
Africa was politically, culturally, and artistically comparable to Europe. By 1700 Europe had leaped forward technolOgically and socially, but Africa and its Black peoples had become paralyzed and
impoverished, a tragedy from which they still have not recovered."

In his pamphlet, The Man VVho Stole A Continent, John Weath-

erwax spoke collectively of the British entry into the slave trade.
While he used a single figure in relationship to this entry, he was
actually referring to the collective assault of Europeans on the
west coast of Africa and how the slave trade became a three-continent industry:

Professor Weatherwax concludes his analysis of the start of
slave trade in the following manner:
"For the morality of The Man Who Stole a Continent and ?f his children and grandchildren and agents can only be charactenzed as. ~e
Most Way-Out Evil this world has ever known. And Way-Out EvIllS
Satanic, and has only one possible end: to be cast out altoge~er and
forever from the society known as humankind; to be cast mto the
burning fire which is its natural home to be remember~d only (by
the generations which follow its end) as the most devastatzng catastro-

phe that ever befell mankind."

The events described by John Weatherwax were the be~g
African Holocaust and a period of protracted genOCIde
:jhat would change the political character of the world for all
times to come.

l;,"

'If the

"There was a man who stole a continent. Being cruel as well as
greedy, and possessing power, he enslaved twenty million of its people, sending them over the ocean-ten million to the Eastern Hemisphere and ten million to the Western Hemisphere.
In the process of capturing the twenty million people whom he sold,

eighty million other people died - some during slave raids (for when a
village was raided, often the very young and very old and the sick
were killed), some from exposure, disease and grief during shipment abroad, and some by suicide at the water's edge or in transit.

,::t

The sale of twenty million human beings as slaves gave the man
hundreds of millions of treasure. But this was only the start of his
enrichment.
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Slave Trade
and Slavery
In Retrospect

IN TIllS SHORT APPRAISAL OF CHRISTOPHER

and the
;tfrican Holocaust, I have reopened and re-examined a much

.

COLUMBUS

' basisabout
subject
that is still misunderstood
most
people.
},'."'.'.~.,E.:.'.'e.',tten
of this
misunderstanding
is in the factbythat
most
stu,,' ts of this subject look upon the African slave trade as though
il were the only system of slavery known to man. Slavery is an
. . institution and there are no people who have not at some time
.history been a victim of it.
":0 The African slave trade can best be understood if we at least
, ,take a brief look at the historical roots of slavery as a world
.. '.'.".·'··

.

~.fpstitution.

Slavery in ancient societies was appreciably different from the
rf¥pe of slavery that was introduced into Africa by the Europeans
Jt" the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. In most ancient societies
:Ite slave was held in servitude for a limited time, for specific reatons, and, in most cases, the slaves were captured in local wars.
.Skin color was not a factor as to whether a person did or did not
. 'become a slave and, in most cases, the slave had some rights that
,the master had to respect. In ancient Egypt, Kush, Greece, and
early Rome there were dearly defined codes of conduct governing
.:the relationship between the slaves and their masters. Some of the
earliest of these codes are recorded in the laws of Moses.
,ji
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In the book The History of Slavery and the Slave Trade by W. O.

Blake, published in 1858, the following information relating to
early slavery is revealed:
liThe Mosaic institutions were rather predicated upon the previous
existence of slavery in the surrounding nations, than designed to establish it for the first time and the provisions of the Jewish law upon
this subject, effected changes and modifications which must have
improved the condition of slaves among that particular people.
There were various modes by which the Hebrews might be reduced to servitude. A poor man might sell himself; a father might
sell his children; debtors might be delivered as slaves to their creditors; thieves who were unable to make restitution for the property
stolen were sold for the benefit of the sufferers. Prisoners of war
were subjected to servitude and if a Hebrew captive was redeemed
by another Hebrew from a Gentile, he might be sold to another Israelite. At the return of the year of jubilee, all Jewish captives were
set free. However, by some writers it is stated that this did not apply to foreign slaves held in bondage as, over those the master had
entire control. The law of Moses provides that 'if a man smite his
servant or his maid with a rod, and he die under his hand he shall
be surely punished.' This restriction is said, by some, to have applied only to Hebrew slaves, and not to foreign captives who were
owned by Jews. Mosaic laws declared the terms upon which a Hebrew, who had been sold, could redeem himself or be redeemed by
his friends and his right to take with him his wife and children,
when discharged from bondage."

The main point of this reference is that the slaves of the ancient world were considered with some humanity. This was
nonetheless true of ancient Asia and Africa. In fact, in Africa, in
both ancient and modem times, slaves have been known to rise
above their servitude and become kings in the very houses in
which they had been slaves.
The fact that slavery existed in West Africa prior to contact
with Europeans is often used to excuse the European slave trade.
The two systems had few similarities. The tragic and distinguishing feature of the slave trade that was introduced by the European was that it totally dehumanized the slave. This dehumanization continued in many ways throughout the slavery period
52
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well into the colonial era. This crucial act was supported by a
that was created in part by the Christian church and
extended by the writers of the seventeenth and eighteenth
. The myth of a people with no history and culture comes
of this period. All myths are contagious and one can create
others. This fact can be better understood after some ininto how and why the slave trade came to be.
Early in the fifteenth century, Europe began to recover from
wounds of the Middle Ages and the Crusades. European skill
ship-building had improved and, in search of a food supply
their hungry population and for new worlds to conquer, EuDU':cu.'..., began to venture beyond their shores. There are many
=,,,1."" why the Europeans had not embarked upon worldwide
,:i.rolorclticm before this time: their ships were small and unsafe for
sea journeys; oars were sometimes used to propel these
.:!Whlios and the outcome of all voyages depended largely on the
there were no good maps or instruments to guide sailors
.1"U.I.lULl~J.l unknOWIl waters.
•. • . At that time most Europeans were ignorant about the shape
... . . . the world and some of them thought it was flat. The Porset out to disprove this and, about the middle of the fif.
'.
century, they began trading with the people along the west
'lZOast of Africa, to which they gave the name guinea" after the
.$adanic Empire of Ghana. At first they traded mainly in gold,
,ittt before long they began to take slaves also.
e' SQdal and political unrest began to develop amonK.~~~~.~!...
:.;·t'he nations of West Africa atJ~e Europe wGl$r~~l!!!!1g I~
, S,b:ength and a:~e~ee_~!iuU.!Y:.Th~Jir~t Europ~ans to .visit the
.west coast of Arifca dId not have to fIght theIr way m - they
.~e as guests and were treated as guests. Later they decided to
atay as conquerors and slave traders. In ord!!.-!2...Kl!in.~2Qsi~t<.>n
"'!tong enough to attain these aD;l.bitions, they began to take sides
in African family disputes, very often supplying the family or
,~e they favored with arms a~ using t~;.ir fa~ontes~~--~a~_~_
catchers. A number of African natIons went mto tlle slave traae m
;'arder to buy guns and other European manufactured items. OthNil'S were forced to capture slaves or become slaves.
DU.llCU<::

II
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The Europeans did not come to Africa initially to find slaves.
For. years they had been hearing stories about the great riches of
"When someone removes the cataracts of whiteness from our eyes,
A~nca. At the Battle of Cueta against the Moslems in 1415,
and when we look with unclouded vision on the bloody shadows of
Prmce Henry of Portugal, who later became known as Prince
the American past, we will recognize for the first time that the AfroHenry the Navigator, heard about the prosperity of Timbuktu
American, who was so often second in freedom, was also second in
slavery. Indeed, it will be revealed that the African-American was
and the wealth of .the great states along the west coast of Africa.
third
in slavery. For he inherited his chains, in a manner of speakHe also heard stones about a great African Christian king named
Prester John.
ing, from the pioneer bondsmen, who were red and white."
Before the end of the fifteenth century, the Portuguese sailors
The enslavement of both red men and White men in the early
had come to know the general shape of the continent of Africa.
colonies was a contradiction of English law. The
They tra~ed regularly with African countries from 1471 on. Forts
were founded with the understanding that neither chattel
were bUIlt along the coast of West Africa. The most famous of
nor villeinage would be recognized. Yet forced labor was
these forts, still in existence, is Elmina Castle in what is now
used in England. This system was transferred to the
Ghana: This fort was ~tarted in 1482 by a Portuguese captain,
and used to justify a form of slavery that was visited
Don DIego de AzambUIa. Because of the large profits gained by
red
and White men. Concise information on this system and
the Portuguese in their trading in this country, they called it the
Gold Coast.
it developed is revealed in the book, Slavery and Abolition,
-1841,
by Albert Bushnell first published in 1906.
. D~ring the latter half of the fifteenth century, European naIt
was
decreed
that the apprentice must serve his seven years,
tionalIsm was reflected in the expansion of trade in both sales
and
take
floggings
as his master saw fit; the hired servant must
~d man~factured goods. The marriage of Queen Isabella and
,carry out his contract for his term of service. Convicts of the state,
King Ferdmand gave Europe the unity to drive out the Arabs and
;:}often
including political offenders, were slaves of the state and
the Moors. Both Spain and Portugal were becoming powerful
?:were
sometimes
sold to private owners overseas. The colonists
Mediterranean nations.
',claimed those rights over some of their White fellow countrymen.
In 1488, Bartholomew Diaz had sailed around the southern
.
,.There
was a large class of "redemptioners" who had agreed that
tip of Africa. Abo~t ten years later, another Portuguese sailor,
',p.their
service
should be sold for a brief term of years to pay their
Vasco da Gama, saIled past the point reached by Diaz. With the
J:ilpassage-money, and of "indentured" or "indented" servants,
help of an Arab pilot, Vasco da Gama reached India in 1498. For
:~brought
by their masters under legal obligation, who served even
Europe, the door to the vast world of Asia was open.
~!Llonger
terms,
subject to the same penalties of branding, whip. The ratio~ale for justifying the slave trade had already started
m Europe WIth Europeans attempting to justify the enslavement ")'ping, and mutilation as African slaves. These forms of servitude
Were supposed to be limited in duration and transmitted no
of other Europeans. This is a neglected aspect of history that is
.
claim
to the servant's children. In spite of this servitude, the prerarel.y taken into consideration. There was a concerted effort to
sumption, in law, was that a White man was born free.
obtam European labor to open up the vast regions of the New
The English settlers had, at once, begun to enslave their Indian
World. In what became the United States, White enslavement
neighbors,
soothing their consciences with the argument that it
~tarted be.fore Black enslavement. In an article, "White Servitude
Was right to make slaves of pagans. In large numbers, the Indians
m the Uruted States," published in Ebony in November 1969 the
fled
or died in captivity, leaving few of their descendants in
~ro-A~erican historian, Lerone Bennett Jr., gives the follO~ing
bondage. The virgin soil of the new English settlements continued
information about this period:
54
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to need more labor. This led to a fierce search for White labor that
subsequently led to a search for Black labor.
Bennett continues: "It has been estimated that at least two
out of every three White colonists worked for a term of years in
the fields or kitchens as semi-slaves... White servitude was the
historic foundation upon which the system of Black slavery was
constructed."
There is a need to examine the slave trade and slavery and the
role of Christopher Columbus and his voyages in setting this
great tragedy in motion. I am attempting to examine the slave
trade and slavery with fresh insight and with a focus on long neglected aspects of this subject. Africans played a major role in
opening up the New World for European settlement. Their labor
and the raw material taken from their countries were important
features in the development of the European Industrial
Revolution.
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The Slave Trade:
How and Why It
Started

i'].ltro UNDERSTAND THE AFRICAN SLAVE TRADE we must understand
",~\ifIavery as an institution-an institution almost as old as human
'}ir:'~ciety. Every people, sometime or another, have been slaves. In
;',L~ct, Europeans enslaved other Europeans for a much longer pe'i* ,nod than they enslaved Africans. Slavery was a permanent fea"'iture of the ancient world, in Egypt, Kush, and Rome.
~" The African slave period is best known to us because it is ~e
:,;J:,est-documented. However, these documents are often confusmg
!,)t;~ause they were created by people who were trying to justify
~,';:the slave trade. Most people, especially Europeans who created
S;tnost of the documents on slave trade, write about the subject
)~:,With the intent to make the victim of slavery feel guilty and to
:~~dicate the perpetrators of the slave trade.
,,;,;,. There is probably more dishonesty related to the interpreta'''tion of this subject than any other subject known to man. The
'.African slave trade, like African history, is often written about
,;but rarely understood. This misunderstanding probably grows
. ,out of the fact that we nearly always start the study of the
African slave trade in the wrong place. The germ, the motive, the
'rationale for the African slave trade started in the minds of the
,.'Europeans in the fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries. The slave
'trade could not have started at all had there been no market for
. 'it. The slave trade started when the Europeans began to expand
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out into the broader world; the market was created by Europeans
for European reasons.
The story of the African slave trade is essentially the story of
the consequences of the second rise of Europe. In the years be·
tween the passing of the Roman Empire in the eighth century and
the partial unification of Europe through the framework of the
Catholic Church in the fifteenth century, Europeans were engaged
mainly in internal matters. With the opening of the New World
and the expulsion of the Arabs and the Moors from Spain during
the latter part of the fifteenth century, the Europeans started to
expand beyond their homeland into the broader world. They were
searching for new markets, new materials, new manpower, and
new land to exploit. The African slave trade was created to ac·
commodate this expansion.
The basis for the European Industrial Revolution had already
been established. They had already created embryo technology,
including the gun. In the years that followed, they also used other
advantages, mainly a large fleet of ships and rabble soldiers and
sailors with no sentimental attachment to non·European people,
to take over most of the world. In so doing, they destroyed a
large number of nations and civilizations that were older than any
in Europe.
The main problem with the African, in dealing with the Euro·
pean during this early period, was the African's tragic naivete. He
had never dealt extensively with this kind of people. He came out
of a society where nature was kind; nature furnished him enough
food, enough land, enough of the basic things he needed to live a
pretty good life. These old African societies were governed by
honor and obligation. Land could neither be bought or sold; there
were no fights over the ownership of land. The land belonged to
everyone.
The European, coming from a society where nature was rather
stingy and where he had to compete with his brother for his
breakfast, his land, and his woman, had acquired a competitive
nature that the African could not deal With. In order to justify the
destruction of these African societies, a monster that still haunts
our lives was created. This monster was racism. The slave trade
and the colonial system that followed are the parents of this
58
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The Europeans, mainly the Portuguese, who cam~ to
west coast of Africa in the fifteenth century, were not at fIrst
"""'lnO" for slaves. The search for gold and other treasures lured
to Africa. They did not have to fight their way into the conthey came as guests and were tre~ted as guests. Th-.~en,.----:--,,decided to be conquerors, and
le
Europeans came
Africa to spread civilization. Actually, most of the great civi.",H,nnr;: in Africa declined after the coming of the Europeans. For
the Europeans had been hearing rumors about African
of gold and beautiful women.
There were also legends circulated in Europe about a great
.........,t>1'('\1' in Ethiopia called Prester John. But when the Portuguese
'''''''lTt>11 in Africa Prester John had been dead for three hundred
and they l~oked for him on one side of Africa, and he had
on the other. But no European came to Afri~~ to tame ~y
savage. When the Europeans first saw ~e CIties of AfrIca,
reported that these cities were we.ll deSIgned and that the
was civilized to the marrow of his bones.
~""F''''if~~ty' years later, when they wanted to justify the slave ~ade
started the myths about savage Africa, with no orgaruzed
rnr'lpt1lp~_ no cities, even no knowledge of the wheel. The E~opean
not enter Africa to bring civilization. In fact, no nation ever
another nation for any reason other than to ~xpl~it that
0iJ'laocm for its own reasons. This is true even when Whites mvade
It's true when Browns invade Browns. And it's also true
,':!"Vi1iU'hl"n Blacks invade Blacks. The intent of every invader, no matter
his color, is to establish his own way of life and, in nearly
",
case, the local culture suffers.
.
," " This happened when the Europeans mvaded the west ~o~~t of
Africa. We have their word that they did not meet an unclvihzed
people. We also have their word that they encountered not only
1;' well.organized societies but societies that had a great deal of or,'der and beauty.
.
.
!,.,
In 1434, a small fleet oLP.Q!'!!!g!!es~__~---'p~~~I!~~_d.()~Jl1.~ 'coaSLof Africa and established some trading po~ts .. By 1441, they
'" w~. hiking some.. of the tropical riches ~ut of AfrIC~_ an(~~o a
,;'i few slaves they bought who had been prIsoners oiw~~p'~ea
ii
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in s()meJQC:~~:SJg~h~~.Cl.~QngrM!<:~. By 1482L!h~y]}a(tQJJi1t
tlie fortress of Elmma Castle, th~r_~egi~~ orForts built~]:u
ropeans alo~g!h~coast . ()!._W:est Arrica to protect themselves
!!2m the AfrlC~ wnen the Sfave trade was established. In'fact
t~e slave trade did not .reall~"g~! un~er fay ~til1heEui:~pe~
naa f!1ese f~rtresses bwlt. Ana wfiiTe otiilaIilg the forts, with-the
help 6t:Afric?ns;they were telling the Africans that they had
co~e to deal m honorable trade and the naive Africans believed
this story. These fortresses actually served as holding stations for
the slaves that they were shipping to the New World. Incidentally, the Scandinavians entered the slave trade after thePortugues,e but they did not have any appreciable success and they
became middlemen in the slave trade.
'
Then, when the Arabs and Moors were expelled from Spain
they returned to Africa-after being the masters of the Mediter~
ran~an for 750 years. They had no sentimental attachment to
A£:lC? They began to prey on the nations south of the Sahara,
pr~cIpally the old empire of Songhai. They first claimed the salt
mmes, for salt was then so precious that traders gave two parts
of gold for one part of salt. They sent troops from what is now
Morocco down into this area. The fight over the salt mines at
Taghaza on the edge of the Sahara Desert became a great political and economic struggle.
But something else happened,' too. Christopher Columbus
had, by sheer accident, started to look for the East Indies and instead found what was later called the West Indies. A new world
was ?p~ned to Europeans, and they promptly began their
explOItation. ..-
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Time
of
Troubles

AFRICA'S TIME OF TRAGEDY AND DECLINE STARTED both in Europe

in Mrica itself. For more than a thousand years Africans had
,,.
bringing into being empire after empire. But the opening of
,Europe's era of exploration, Africa's own internal strife, and the
. . . slave trade turned what had been Mrica's Golden Age into a time
, of troubles.
The Crusades may be called the beginning of Europe~
teawakenin&-A religious fervor, not unrelated to politicS, had
stirred Europeans out of their lethargy and their indifference to
."the larger world. The First Crusade, begun in 1095, was precipi,'tated by the Seljuk Turks, whose persecution of Christians had
;,i" placed even Constantinople in jeopardy. The Eastern heads of the
i} Church appealed to Pope Urban II for help. At a great Church
ii.council in France the pope pointed out that if Constantinople fell
<to the Turks, Western Europe would soon be overrun. He made
an eloquent plea to the kings and princes gathered, and to all
Western European Christendom, to rally to the aid of the Chris~s in the East and to drive the "infidels" from the Holy Land.
This religiOUS crisis gave Europe a semblance of unity; and although it can be said that the Crusades were military and religious failures, they did provide the opportunity to bring new information to Europe. The religiOUS wars also had a profound effect on the political development of Europe. The Western monarC i'\.:s",,~lt ';.- 0 10\ Ft_ Cro,s' 'C.'-=s"s L·'-.b fl ·- C/"'-"X:;
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chs were able to strengthen their authority and develop a strong
central government while many members of their turbulent aristocracies were fighting in the Holy Land.
Contact with the East had a deep and lasting effect on the
Crusaders, who belonged to a civilization where culture and
learning had almost vanished during the Dark Ages. The princes
in their castles and the peasants in their huts were equally ignorant and uneducated. When they arrived in the East, they soon
realized how backward were the people of the West. They marveled at the beautiful cities, the thriving commerce, the busy industries, the art, and the learning. The impetus for exploration
was fueled by what the Crusaders met along the way. Ships built
to ferry the Crusaders to the Holy Land returned laden with the
products of the East. The cargoes of spices, fruits, rich silks,
satins, velvets, and other luxury goods had found a ready market. Thus the Crusades brought into being the first attempts to
open fresh trade routes to the East. Early in the fifteenth century
Europeans, search of new worlds to conquer and of a food supply to feed the continent's hungry population, began to venture
across the seas.
NORTH AFRICA: By 1492, North Africa was confronted with
the painful fact of its waning influence in Mediterranean Europe.
Spain and Portugal, which had broken the yoke of North African
dOmination, were asserting themselves as powerful, independent
nations with colonial aspirations in the lands of their former conquerors. Islam, a great religious and military force in North
Africa and the Middle East since the latter part of the seventh
century, was torn apart by internal strife and bickering. The relationship of North Africa to the people of the Western Sudan was
deteriorating. For hundreds of years this relationship had been
good. Africans from the Western Sudan had participated in large
numbers in the conquest of Spain in the year •.m: 711. These
Africans made up the major military force, that kept Spain under
North African domination, and they participated in that country's intellectual life, as is still reflected in Spain's art, culture,
and literature.
In order to understand this neglected aspect of history _ the
role of Africans in the conquering and ruling of Spain _ it is neces62
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to go back in time to retell, at least brie~y, the part that
Africans played in the rise of Islam and m the spread of
IIUaJu.u,- influence to Mediterranean Europe.
After consolidating their position in Spain, the Muslims began
establish institutions of research and learning, whose brilliance
felt far beyond Spain's borders. This was an achiev~me~t not
the Arabs alone. It was brought into being by a combmabon of
and Arabs, collectively referred to by Europeans as
The word "Moor" entered the vocabulary of the Euro""'-~ .....,., meaning "Bla<;:ks,'" as in "blac:l<c:\moor.")
By the end of the fourteenth century, sout?ern Europe had
enough strength-military and otherwIse-~o challenge
.'
African and Arab masters. By the end of the fifteenth cen;:
the Arabs and Moors had lost all Spain except the kingdom
"'of Grenada. The Christians, although they also had .their internal
•,idisputes, were finally united. 'lJle mar!!a~~.QtFerdmand ~nd }~
,abella joined the formerly ho~tU~_!oYC!Lhou§es ?f~l'~QIl~?~
'Castile and together their forces bl!lCkrui~d th~<::!~ <:>LC:;~~E~~~'
.",.' After eight months the Moorish governor fmally s~endered.
,
This marked the end of an era. Europe had lIterally been re.", born. The Africans who had planted the seeds of progress in
southern Europe had not made the best use of ~he ~arvest that
followed. The progress and excitement that had mspIred Europe
during the fifteenth century and had carried medie.val Europe
over into the modern world had brought no progreSSIve changes
. to North Africa, now rocked with conflict.
..
In the countries of North Africa, especially in Morocco, pO~ti
cal stagnation seemed to be the gene~al rule, ~d strong men WIth
selfish intent found their opporturuty to seIze power. They no
longer protected the poets and scholars; they l~ft no mon?ments
to embellish the conquered cities. To North Afncans, the fIfteenth
century was a time in which Spain was a lost and hated land, a
century in which Portugal robbed North Africa of a large part of
its western seacoast.
The news in 1492 of Christopher Columbus' discovery of the
New World came swiftly to ~h~ .courts of fez, Marrakesh, and
Cairo, and was no cause for reJOlcmg.
,;:,,""...,u ..........
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Sorrow InA
NewLand

WHEN IN 1492 COLUMBUS, REPRESENTING THE Spanish monarchy, discovered the New World, he set in train the long and bitter
international rivalry over colonial possessions for which, after four
and a half centuries, no solution has yet been found. Portugal,
which had initiated the movement of international expansion,
claimed the new territories on the ground that they fell withiii1lle
scope of a papal bull of14S5 authorizing her to reduce to servitude
all infidel peoples. The two powers, to avoid controversy, sought
arbitration and, as Catholics, turned to the Pope-a natural and logical step in an age when the universal claims of the Papacy were
still unchallenged by individuals and governments. After carefully
sifting the rival claims, the Pope issued in 1493 a series of papal
bulls which established a line of demarcation between the colonial
possessions of the two states: the East went to Portugal and the West
to Spain. The partition, however, failed to satisfy Portuguese aspirations and in the subsequent year the contending parties reached a
more satisfactory compromise in the Treaty of Tordesillas, which
rectified the papal judgment to permit Portuguese ownership of
Brazil."

The above quote from Eric Williams'

n~o::-c:JCl~sic:W'ork,

Capitalism and Slavery (University of North Carolina Press) first

§.

l

published in 1944, places in focus an international situation that
started in the latter part of the fifteenth century that is still alive
and with us on the eve of the 21st century. Michael Bradley's
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b~ok,

The Columbus Conspiracy, is a well-researched inquiry into
this. event ~at changed the world for all times to come. This event
set ~ m?tion the Atlantic slave trade that made possible the econo~c r~se of Europe and the expansion of the influence and
domma~on of European people throughout most of the world.
ChrIstopher Columbus is the best known of a number of
Western thugs and murderers who has been presented to the
~orld ~s a hero and a discoverer. A future examination of his action will pro~e that ~e had no regard for the people he encounter~d.o~.the ~slands m the Caribbean, and he did not appreciate
theIr Inltial friendship toward him and his crew.
A fact that is often overlooked is that a large number of the
crew of the three vessels of Christopher Columbus were criminals
let ?ut of jail to go on this voyage because it was difficult to recrwt others because of the apparent danger of such a mission
The fo~owing extracts taken from the "Journal of the First Vi age of ~hr~stophe~ Co~umbus, 1492-1493" (Eric Williams, p. ~)
cle~ly mdlcate his attitude towards the indigenous people of the
CarIbbean Islands and the Africans he had previously met. The
:or~gue,~e gener~lly. referred to the west coast of Africa as
Gumea. It also mdlcates that Christopher Columbus could
have been a participant in the early Portuguese slave trade.
";-ro. 50 - THE ~SLAVEMENT OF THE ABORIGINAL INDIANS?"
( Journal of the Ftrst Voyage of Christopher Columbus, 1492-1493") Friday, 12th of October...They should be good servants and intelligent, for I observe that they quickly took in what was said to
them...Sunday, 14th of October... these people are very simple as
regards the use of arms, as your Highnesses will see from the seven
that I caused to be taken, to bring home and learn our language
and return; unl.ess your Highnesses should order them all to be
br.oug~t to Castile, or to be kept as captives on the same island; for
WIth. fifty men they can all be subjugated and made to do what is
reqUIred of ~em... Monday, 12th of November...Yesterday a canoe
came alongSIde the ship, with six youths in it. Five came on board
and I ordered them to be detained. They are now here. I a£terward~
sent to a house on the western side of the river, and seized seven
women, old and young, and three children. I did this because the
men would behave better in Spain if they had women of their own
land, than without them."
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The following comment is taken from a speech, lilt's Time We
Our History," by David R. Stiddem at the first celebraof African American Culture and History at Stratford High,
Tennessee and published in CALC Report, March 1990,
"When we begin to rethink our history, ~e understand why history
books were wrong. We were all miseducated. Columbus did not
discover America. The historical facts: in December, 1492, Columbus was t~ta1ly lost, wandering around the Caribbean islands thinking he was in Asia, when he was discovered by the native Arawak
Americans who lived in these islands. Actually, it was the
Arawak's ancestors who, 50,000 years before Columbus, discovered
.the Americas when they walked across the land bridging the
Bering Strait. Columbus didn't discover anything. He was so confused and lost, he thought he was in India, and called the Arawaks
"Indians." Christopher Columbus was considered a saint by the European who hailed his great so-called "discovery." We need to rethink our history. Columbus was no saint. And the Arawak were
not uncivilized savages. Like the African who came to America before and after Columbus, these were gentle people, with a rich culture, who worshipped the one Creator. When we begin to rethink
our history, we begin to put into historical perspective the true role
of Europeans in our SOO-year history. The prosperity, the wealth the
good European life styles we enjoy today in America began in 1492,
and from its infant beginnings. This prosperity grew out of slavery.
You see, slavery did not begin with the importation of African people to America. Slavery in America began with Columbus. The first
slaves were not Africans, but native Americans. Columbus wrote in
his journals about the inhabitants of Ayiti (present day Haiti) ..."all
the inhabitants could be taken away to Castile (Spain), or made
slaves on the island. With fifty men, we could subjugate them all
and make them do whatever we want." In truth, that is exactly
what he did. Columbus enslaved the gentle Arawak Haitians,
forced them to give up their gold, and their land. After all, he had
"discovered" these riches; they were his for the taking. What is also
true is Columbus took hundreds of Arawak slaves to Spain, where
they were sold or died; they didn't freely go with Columbus to
meet the King, as my history books led us to believe. In his quest
for gold, Columbus had the hands cut off of any Arawak who did
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not bring in ~ or h.e~ quota of gold. In a short 40 years, the entire
race of people m HaIti, a half million native Americans, were wiped
off the f~ce of the earth by Columbus and the Spaniards that foll~wed him. No, Columbus was no saint. We need to rethink 0
history."
ur

N?n-Eu:opean people, especially Africans and the Indigenous
~enc~ m the Caribbean Islands referred to as "Indians," initially attri~uted to the Europeans a humanity and a spirituality
th~t they did not have, and still do not have in their relationship
WIth most. of the .non-~uropean people of the world. This was a
weakn~ss ~ ~ealin~ WIth the aggressive Europeans, and to some
extent It still IS. Christopher Columbus was the forerunner of the
~urop~an a~gre~sor ~d land-grabber of today. They have justified th!s action m this regard in the name of God, using the ass~~:ptiO~ that people were being brought under the influence of
Clvlhz~tion. ~s, indeed, was a contradiction because the act
cOmmltted agamst these people was uncivil. When a people assume that their God approves of their criminal action against another people, they have made God ungodly.
In many ~~ys ~he Europeans' misuse of religion has destroyed ~e spmtuality that wa~ initially the basis of all religion.
The Canb and the Arawak IndIans were curious about Christopher Columbus ~d h!s crew, and at first treated them as strange
an~ new guests m theIr homes. They did not know that soon after
arrIval, the guests would tum on the hosts and make them
sla,:es. The destruction of the Caribs and Arawaks in the
Carlb~ean Islands through disease, rape of their women and
some~mes out-and-out murder, destroyed the labor supply on
these ISlands and made it a necessity for the Spaniards and other
Eur.opeans to. create a rationale for the enslavement of the
AfrICans .. In his book, The Disruption of the Indies, Father de las
Casas ~stimates th~t from ?-2 to 25 million Indigenous Americans
~e~e killed on the Islands m the Caribbean. The school books that
mdlcat~ that. Christopher Columbus was on a civilizing mission
~e a ~servlce to students and teachers who should be in rebellion agaInst them.
Christopher Columbus and his crew could have formed a
successful partnership with the Indians that would have been to
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.
benefit of both of them. While Christopher Columbus still
,i'prevails as a major hero to the Western world, sometime in the
Jlot too-distant future, if African and Indian scholars who are de:scendants of those who were murdered, start writing books about
,the opening-up of the New World, and start using new and old
documents, especially the work of Bartolomeo de las Casas,
; Christopher Columbus will emerge as one of the great villains of
human history, which, indeed, he was. When this revelation becomes apparent to most of the world, I still think there will be a
need for Columbus Day but it will be a justifiable day of mourning for the millions of Africans and so-called "Indians" who died
to accommodate the spread of European control over the Americas and Caribbean Islands.
Christopher Columbus had helped to set in motion the Atlantic slave trade, the greatest single holocaust in human history.
Most modem day scholars who have a one-dimensional view
of history, mostly partial to Europe, are not ready to consider the
fact of the pre-Columbian presence of several different national
groups before Columbus, going back as far as 1,000 B. C. Professor Ivan Van Sertima's book, They Came Before Columbus:, The
African Presence in Ancient America, (Random House, New York,
1976), is clear on this subject. The Vikings came in a hurry and
obviously left in a hurry. They left little evidence of their culture,
of their art and no evidence of their literature. This must have
been a culture in transition. The pre-Columbian presence of Orientals in the New Word has been alluded to and partly documented in a number of books, such as Ancient Egyptians and Chinese in America by R. A. Jairazbhoy, (Rowman and Littlefield, Totowa, N.J., 1974,) and Columbus was Chinese: Discoveries and Inventions of the Far East by Hans Breuer, (Herder and Herder New
York, 1972).
This early meeting of the Africans, the Orientals and the Indians was a complementary infusion of culture that today could be
a lesson for the whole world because, in all that we have learned
in documents, there wasn't even a hint of a war between these
cultures and people. This brings us to a conclusion that might be
difficult for a lot of people to accept. Maybe the world outside of
Europe didn't need the Europeans in the first place. Maybe in this
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fakery about spreading civilization he destroyed more civilizations than he ever built and did the world more harm than good.
What I learned from reading the literature on this subject is
that this early meeting between Indigenous Americans, Orientals
and Africans was a laboratory in human relationships because it
proved that different people of different cultures and religions
and colors can coexist, can complement each other without
dominating or attempting to destroy each other. We find the personality of Christopher Columbus and his associates constantly
reoccurring in the early part of this drama about the opening of
what is referred to as the "New World." Little emphasis is placed
on the fact that Christopher Columbus wasn't too clear about
where he was and knew nothing about the people he met in the
lands he allegedly discovered." Instead of being a meeting of
cultures and an amalgam of cultures complementing each other
by infusion, Christopher Columbus set in motion a tragic clash of
culture that has not ended to this day. This clash of cultures ~s
caused by the arrogant assumption on the part of some Europeans that they are the only people who ever produced anything
worthy of being called a culture.
The following entry in Christopher Columbus' diary is taken
from Documents of West Indian History, Vol. I, 1492-1655: From the
Spanish Discovery to the British Conquest of Jamaica, edited by Eric
Williams (p. 4):
II

"Tuesday, 15th of January ...The intercourse at Carib*** would,
however, be difficult, because the natives are said to eat human
flesh ... the Admiral determined to go there, as it was on the route,
and thence to Matinino. *** which was said to be entirely peopled
by women, without men. He would thus see both islands, and
might take some of the natives."

II
II

I

In his entry of 15th of January Christopher Columbus infers
that some of the people of Carib (Puerto Rico) are cannibals. This
is one of the most persistent myths coming mainly from Europeans using it as a rationale to reduce some non-European people to servitude. This charge is often made and rarely proven.
Ironically, the charge of cannibalism is more often charged to a
people who in their society have more than an adequate supply
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.
-human meat. Those making the charge generally come
. . of non
.
that has been historically short of non-human
. :~:. ~:~~~~s deduction I l~ave it to the individual reader to
arrive at his or her own conclusion.
Monday, 18th of February....He pretende~ to hahve go~ekeo~e~ff~~:
. I d th pilots and marmes w 0 pnc
.
~ou~d: tor:~ :at he :Ught remain master of that route to the In~. ar ,m ~ fact he did. For none of the others kept an accurate
les, a~,
th'
b t himself could be sure of the route to
reckorung, so at no one u
the Indies." (p. 4)

In his entry of 18th of February there is a

clea~ in~ication of

deception between Christopher Colu~bus and ~IS p~IO:'t~~:
originally set out to go to the East Indies, why dld h ~b
d
? Thi is why the Indigenous people, th e
s
an
·
West Ind les.
s
d
"I d'ans" This aspect of the
the Arawaks, are referre to as n I .
b
d th
Columbus saga begs for investigation over and e~on
lie
Christopher Columbus hero wors~PRe~s w:o ~ave wr~e~oano;
brary of books about this complex mdivldu w 0 we s

knO~ Chapter Two of his book, The Columbus ~onspiracy, Mic~el

be ond the personality of ChrIstopher Colum us
Bradley goe~ h thY
'bility that there were previous explorers
and deals WIt
e POSSI
. .
d the Phoenicians.
in the Americas, such as the CarthagIDlans an
.
In this speculation Michael Bradley is not only te~lmghus. m~e
things that we need to know about early exploratiOn{ e ~s a 0
tellin us about human curiosity in relationslrlp ~o exp oration. _
~his cha ter, "Echoes of Ancient Truth? Mich~el Bradley al
ludes to the l~te development of the nation-state m E~Op~:d
the still slower development of ~ unifo~m t~~~~:. ~d~y, thi:
that Europeans could understan ,one 0
ks d'
would seem like a contradiction because in most text~oo ard m
the mass me.dia, the

Europ:~ ;dP:~~~~:~ ~~t~ ae~~led::

tho:~~eh~:~:~~ ~::~lih~ world. What Michael Bradley ~s

: d in this chapter is that Europeans, like all o~er peo~l~ m at :
world, had to end~~ a long and hldar? s~fygg~h~~ ~~e=~~~lled
state and a condItion that cou JUs I
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"civilization." Europeans lack an understanding of most of the
peoples of the world, mainly because they lack an understanding
of themselves.
In a previous chapter of this book, Michael Bradley takes up a
~ore ?angerous issue. J?e issue deals with the possible Jewish
mput mto New World discovery and the medieval roots of internal religious conflicts in Europe affecting a segment of the Jewish
population who might have disguised themselves as Catholics.
He alludes to some misconceptions we might still have about the
person~ity of Jesus C?ri~t, ~s early life and his relationship to
the Je~sh. people of bIb~cal times. This chapter has both topical
and historIcal roots, putting on the agenda for discussion some
little known aspects of the Christian story and its relationship to
the role of th~ Jewish people in world history. This chapter, carefu!Iy read, mIght start debates, fist fights in some places and it
mIght also cause the author, Michael Bradley, to seek a hiding
place. Mr. Bradley alludes to the assumption that the Royal
House of France could have been Jewish and that the Jewish
bloodline came into Europe in this manner.
This information, while generally unknown, has been known
and debated ?~ a select group of scholars for the last 40 years. I
am. of the opInIon that these scholars think that people beyond
theIr academic circle are not intelligent enough to understand the
th abou~ history. Michael Bradley has dared to put some forbIdden subjects on the agenda for discussion. He has rendered a
service that he will not be universally thanked for, but it is a service, nonetheless.
After reading this chapter, I strongly suggest the reading of
tw? v~ry neglected works by Professor Alvin Boyd Kuhn: Who Is
Th,s Kmg of Glory?, in my opinion one of the clearest books written on the Christ story, and Shadow of the Third Century, another
ably written book about the early rise of Christianity.
He concludes this chapter with the statement that "Columbus
seems to have been born of a heretical family ..."
The points that I have been alluding to are summarized by
Michael Bradley at the close of Chapter Three:

n:u
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"Godfroi de Bouillon wanted to create a New Jerusalem in the Holy
Land where the three great faiths of the West could be reco~ciled.
He failed but this sort of crusade is what apparently motivated
Christopher Columbus and his supporters and financial backers.
His voyage may have been a crusade to establish a 'New Jerusalem
in a New World' and, I think, this is the light in which we should
view his motivations. It is also a perspective and a light that will
permit some insight into the anomalous facts and unlik~ly coincidences of his life. He seems to have been a part of an anCient, noble
conspiracy to create a world of religiOUS toleration between Jew,
Christian and Moslem. A New Jerusalem. That, I think, was
Columbus' concept of a crusade, and the only worthwhile kind of
crusade."

:

Attempts to unravel the Columbus mystery have not been left
to only a few scholars. There has long been debates and some ~e
< rious questions raised in academic c!t'cles wit~out any apprecla. ble public attention being raised. AfrIcan Amencan scholars, such
as J. A. Rogers, Carter G. Woodson and William Le~ Hans~e?'Y
have raised this question in their works. In an essay, The Origms
of Racism in the Americas," by the Caribbean writer, Jan Carew
in the book African Themes: Northwestern University S.tudies in
Honor of Gwendolen M. Carter (Ibrahim Ab~-Lug.hod, edItor, Program of African Studies, Northwestern Uruverslty, Evanst~,n' 11.,
1975, p. 3), he infers that the Columbus exploratio? to th~ New
World" was the possible origin of present-day raCIsm. HIS statement is as follows:

I

"It is extraordinary that in the 482 years since th~ Ar~wakian L~
cayos of San Salvador discovered Columbus and ~s.sailors o~ the.IT
beaches, so little research has been done on the ongIns of rac~s~ In
the New World. This paucity of research is all the more astorushing
when one considers that patterns of race relations and systems of
caste, color, and class have not changed a great deal in the fo~ ~nd
three-quarter centuries of the Columbian e~a. But bef~re e~ammmg
the subject of racism in the New World In Colu.~blan times, we
should consider briefly two important early VISIts to th~ New
World: (1) five centuries before Columbus, Norsemen saIled to
Greenland, Labrador, and points south of the st. Lawrence .estuary,
and (2) in pre-Columbian times Africans visited the Amencas, the
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most notable expedition taking place, Arab chronicles tell us, in
1310, when the emperor of Mali, determined to extend his empire
beyond the western reaches of its Atlantic shores, sailed with 400
ships to the New World. The shadowy precursors of both Columbus
and the African slave had a distinct bearing on subsequent events
and played a significant role in laying the foundations of a new civilization in the Americas."

In Chapter Five of his book, Michael Bradley maintains that
there could have been two Columbus's, one being a master pirate
of French descent, the other being the Christopher Columbus of
history. He points to the documents that made him arrive at his
conclusion and the circumstances that tend to prove that the
truth of his conclusion is at least a possibility.
In Chapter Six Michael Bradley again alludes to the possible
Jewish origins of Christopher Columbus and that the purpose of
his voyage had a mission extending beyond discovery and the
search for gold. He points to some evidence that tends to indicate
a religious meaning for the voyage that is rooted in some of the
conflicts and mysteries around the origin of Christianity. Michael
Bradley has put on the agenda a subject that might start another
crusade, a crusade to kill Michael Bradley in order to shut him
up.
To fully understand Michael Bradley's book, it might be necessary to go away from the massive information in the book, new
and old, and look at the period in European history from 1400
through 1600. After the Crusades and the period of plagues and
famines, Europe had lost one-third of its population. The
Africans and the Arabs, who had been controlling Spain in the
Mediterranean since the year 711, were still in control, though that
control had begun to weaken. Europeans were short of food and
the ability to preserve food. They wanted and needed access to
the spices, sweets and preservatives of Asia in order to continue
to survive. This is the period when some of the conflict between
the various factions of the Catholic Church was settled by the
marriage of Queen Isabella and Ferdinand of Spain. It was also
the period when Spain regained her sovereignty and drove out her
Arab and African colonial masters, collectively called "Moors."
The Spanish were looking for ethnic and religious purity and
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therefore expelled the Jews along with the Arabs .an~ the AD:icans
of Moslem faith. This was not only a ~n~ pomt 1~ the history
of Europe, it was a major turning pomt m the hlsto~ of the
world. This period not only saw the rise of the Atlantic slave
trade and the European colonization of most o~ the world, Eur.opeans subsequently began to colonize ~ormatio~ about the history of the world. They colonized complImentary Images and bean to infer that whiteness was the image of good~ess. Th~ m.ost
~agiC aspect of their colonization of image was th.elr colo~atlOn
of the image of God and the characters in the BIble. This IS the
period when the Europeans began to infer that .the wo~ld was
waiting in darkness for Europeans to ~ring the. lIg~t. This book
has both a historical and a topical meanmg that IS still very much
h
with us.
Totally aside from opening up the Caribbean Islands, Nort
and South America for European exploration, Christ?pher
Columbus had set in motion the rationale for the destructIon of
an indigenous population that he mistak~nly referred to as
"Indians." He had stimulated the AtlantIc slave ~rade .. The
Africans were used as a rationale to replace the rapIdly dIsappearing "Indian."
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The
Forced
Migration

A PROCESS OF CAPIURE AND TRANSPORT WAS SET in motion by the
slave trade that changed maritime history, economic history, and
. created an immigrant population in the Caribbean Islands and in
the Americas, who were forced out of their homes against their
will. The basis of this force was the need and greed of Europe.
Their forced migration was a process that ignored the humanity
. of a large portion of humankind. This process, set in motion
during the latter part of the fi£tf'enth century, would last over 300
years until slavery was turned into colonization, a more sophisticated form of slavery.
There is a need now to look at this process and how it was set
in motion. Most of the information used for this examination is
taken from the article, African Slave Trade, The Cruelest Commerce
(September 1992, National Geographic) by Colin Palmer, Professor of History at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
from Basil Davidson's Black Mothers: The Years of the African Slave
Trade and A. Adu Boahen'sThe Coming Of the Europeans (Horizon
History of Africa). To set the process in motion, the African was
totally dehumanized in the minds of the Europeans. So far as
most of them were concerned, the Africans were outside of the
grace of God; Africans became living commodities in a world
trade system that laid the basis for modern capitalism. The
Middle Passage, the condition of the transfer of the Africans
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across the Atlantic to the various ports of embarkation where
they were to be sold as slaves, is the most tragic story of forced
migration in human history.
Europe took full advantage of wars and conflicts between
West African tribes and nations and began to purchase some of
the captives and prisoners of war as slaves. The kind of slavery
that the European was about to introduce into West Africa had
no relationship to the African system of indentured servitude. In
the African system the slave was usually a loser in a local war.
He was not enslaved separate from his family and no slave was
sent outside of Africa. Some slaves with talent rose to be kings in
the very house in which they had been slaves. The word slave in
West Africa had an entirely different meaning than it had when
used by the Europeans. The slave in Africa did not lose her/his
humanity. Some African chiefs or kings became corrupt and went
into the slave trade because they wanted to. The Europeans sold
firearms to one African group to either protect themselves or capture another group. The European gunpowder, rum and cheap
bric-a-brac coming from the embryo of what will eventually become the European Industrial Revolution, was traded for slaves.
In every slave fort in West Africa, there is a door of no return.
The captured slaves went out of this door to the beach and subsequently to the boats that would take them away from their
home forever. The condition on these boats was beyond anything
described in a concentration camp or in a chain gang in the South
of the 1920's and 1930's.
Professor Colin Palmer described the condition and the establishment of these slave holding forts in the following manner:
liTo facilitate trade, forts were established along the West Mrican
coast. The Gold Coast (contemporary Ghana) saw construction of
more than 50 such posts along 300 miles of coastline. The larger
forts were called castles. Among the best known, Elmina Castle in
Ghana was built by the Portuguese in 1482 but fell to the Dutch in
1637. Cape Coast Castle, begun by the Swedes in 1653, was later
held by the dey, or ruler, of the Fetu people, it was acquired by the
Dutch in 1664 and by the English in 1665. This castle could accommodate more than a thousand slaves."
I
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Prcltessor Palmer further informs us that:
liThe Atlantic passage tested bodies and souls to their limits. The
human cargoes were arranged on wooden platforms 'like books on
a shelf' on various levels in the cramped hold. Rarely was there
space for an adult to stand erect. Some had barely enough room to
lie down. One ship's surgeon observed that the traders" wedged
them in so that they had not so much room as a man in his coffin ~i
ther in length or breadth. It was impossible for them to turn or shift
with any degree of ease. Some traders, of course, realized that such
crowding increased the incidence of disease and death. One agent
of the Royal African Company complained in 1704 of ina~equ.ate
space on the ship 'Postillion': 'The slaves are so large, [~d] It bemg
the general opinion that the slaves could not be healthy m the space
of three foot, they broke up one of the platforms which was the reason she couldn't carry more than 100 slaves.' Eight years later the
company advised its agents at Cape Coast Castle: 'Pray lade no
more than are necessary to prevent Mortality which has often happened by crowding the ship with ~oo many N~groes.' Not until the
18th century did European countrIes engaged m. the trade set standards for the allocation of space to the slaves; It may be doubted
whether the rules were obeyed. Fearing rebellion, ships' crews
generally chained the slaves securely in the hold, usually in pairs,
the right ankle of one connected to the left ankle of the other. James
Penny, who commanded trading vessels for more than 20 years, recounted that when no danger 'is apprehended, their fetters are by
degrees taken off.' With so many bodies closely packed together,
the heat below-decks became unbearable. The air reeked of excrement and infected sores. By the 18th century, ships customarily had
portholes to aid ventilation, 'windsails to throw down a current of
air and gratings on the decks.' But to the human cargo, the hold
remained a fetid hell."

A cruel philosophical argument developed among the slave
traders, between the concept of tight pack and loose pack. When
the slaves were tightly packed on the ship, more could be loaded
on but more died. In loose pack, more survived the journey because they had breathing space because fewer slaves were packed
on the ship. Therefore, when slaves arrived at the port of debarkation they were in a healthier conditio~. The argument w~uld
go oit for another 100 years.
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Ther~ is a small library of literature on the Middle Passage,
$ome wntten by captains of slave ships. The rationale and the
pretense in England was that the slave was primitive, un-Christian, and that slavery brought them under the tutelage of Christianity. Other slave trading nations took the same attitude. The
best literature illustrating this rationale came from the Catholic
and the Protestant Church.
It is time that we look, at least briefly, at slavery and what is
referred to as the New World and how it developed.

9

The Slave Trade
In The
New World

TIlE AFRICANS WERE NO STRANGERS TO TIlE NEW WORLD; they seem
to have been in North America and South America long before
Columbus. This is more than an assumption, thanks to the research of Professor Leo Weiner, reported in his Africa and the Discovery of America, and the work of Harold G. Lawrence in another
book called African Explorers to the New World.
The first Mricans who came to the New World were not in
bondage, contrary to popular belief. Africans participated in
some of the early expeditions, mainly with Spanish explorers. The
best-known of these African explorers was Estevanico, sometimes
known as Little Steven, who accompanied the de Vaca expedition
. during six years of wandering from Florida to Mexico. The re, markable thing about Estevanico, who came to America in 1527,
is that he was a remarkable linguist. He learned the language of
the Indians in a matter of weeks. Because of his knowledge of
herbs and medicines, he was accepted as a deity by some Indian
tribes.
In 1539, Estevanico set out from Mexico in a party with Fray
Marcos de Niza in search of the fabulous Seven Cities of Cibola.
. When most of the expedition, including Fray Marcos, became ill,
Estevanico went on alone and opened up what is now known as
New Mexico and Arizona.
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THE SLAVE TRADE IN THE NEW WORLD

A number of historians have stated that Pedro Nino, one of
the pilots of the command ship of Christopher Columbus, was an
African. In the discovery of the Pacific in 1513, Balboa carried
thirty Africans, who helped to clear the road across the isthmus
between the two oceans. In the conquest of Mexico, Cortez was
accompanied by a number of Africans. Incidentally, one was a
pioneer of wheat farming in the New World.
In the exploration of Guatemala, Chile, Peru, and Venezuela,
Africans arrived nearly a hundred years before they reappeared
as slaves in Jamestown, Virginia, in 1619.
Thus, Africans were major contributors to the making of the
New World, and they did not come culturally empty-handed.
Many of the Africans brought to the New World such skills as
iron working, leather working and carpentry.
Before the breaking up of the social structure of the West
African states such as Ghana and Songhai, and the internal strife
that made the slave trade possible, many Africans, especially
West Africans, lived in a society in which university life was fairly
common and scholars were held in reverence.
In that period in Western African history, the university of
Sankore at Timbuktu was flourishing, and its great chancellor,
the last of the monumental scholars of West Africa, Ahmed Baba
reigned over that university. A great African scholar, he wrote 47
books, each on a separate subject. He received all of his education
within Africa; in fact, he did not leave the Western Sudan until he
was exiled to Morocco during the invasion in 1594.
My point is this: There existed in Africa prior to the beginning
of the slave trade a cultural way of life that in many ways was
equal, if not superior, to many of the cultures then existing in Europe. And the slave trade destroyed these cultures and created a
dilemma that the African has not been able to extract himself
from to this day.
There were, in the Africans' past, rulers who extended kingdoms into empires, great armies that subdued entire nations,
generals who advanced the technique of military science, scholars
with wisdom and foresight, and priests who told of gods that
were kind and strong. But with the bringing of the African to the

New World, every effort was made to destroy his memory of
ever been part of a free and intelligent people.
The greatest destroyer of African culture, the greatest exploiter of the African, was the plantation system of the New
World. The African was transformed into something called a Negro. He was demeaned. This is the thing that is uniquely tragic
about the African slave system. Of all the slave systems in the
world, no other dehumanized the slave more than that started by
the Europeans in the fifteenth century. Using the church as a ra. tionale, they began to set up myths that nearly always read the
African out of human history, beginning with the classification of
the African as a lesser being. The Catholic Church's justification
for slavery was that the African was being brought under the
guidance of Christendom and that he would eventually receive its
blessings.
The rationale was that slavery was a blessing to the African.
It was not.
.
There were several competing slave systems in the New
. World. In order to understand the effects of these various systems on the personality of the Africans, we have to look at each
. one individually. In Cuba and Haiti, often the Africans were a
majority in the population. This is also true of certain portions of
Brazil. Therefore the system operated differently in these areas,
and, although it was still slavery, the African had some cultural
mobility.
In South America and in the West Indies, the slave master did
not outlaw the African drum, African ornamentations, African
religion, or other things dear to the African, remembered from his
former way of life. This permitted a form of cultural continuity
among the slaves in the West Indies, Cuba, and South America
that did not exist in the United States.
In the Portuguese area, in the West Indies, and often in South
America, the plantation owner would buy a shipload or half a
shipload of slaves. These slaves usually came from the same areas in Africa, and they naturally spoke the same language and
had the same basic culture. Families, in the main, were kept together. If a slave on an island was sold to a plantation owner at
the other end of the island, he could still walk to see his relatives.
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This made for a form of cultural continuity among the slaves in
South America, Cuba, and Haiti that later made their revolts
more successful than revolts in the United States.
In the United States, in the fight to destroy every element of
culture of the slaves, the system was cruel. No other system did
so much to demean the personality of the slave, to deny his personality, or to ruthlessly sell family members away from each
other. The American slave system operated almost like the
American brokerage system. If a person bought twenty slaves at
the beginning of the week, and found himself short of cash at the
end of the week, he might, if the price was right, sell ten. These
men might be resold within a few days. The family, the most
meaningful entity in African life, was systematically and deliberately destroyed. But in South America, the slave managed to stay
in his group and therefore preserved some of his cultural
continuity.
In spite of these drastic drawbacks, the Africans in the
Americas, including the United States, made a meaningful contribution to the preservation of the countries in which he was a
slave.
Another neglected aspect of the African in the New World is
the role of the African women. Comparatively few White women
were brought to the New World during the first hundred years.
Many families of the New World originated from cohabitation between the White slave master and the African woman. Later, this
same slave master, especially in the United States, made and
supported laws forbidding his own child to have an education or
sit beside him on public transportation. In Haiti, the African
woman sometimes had a kind of semi-legal status. In South
America, especially in Brazil, sometimes the White slave master
married the African woman and she became a free person. These
free African women in South America began to maneuver their
husbands in an attempt to lessen the harshness of the slave system. In the United States, however, there could be no such
maneuver.
Haiti and Cuba, during this early period, were dominated by
their "mother countries." Wars were started within these countries to liberate them from their European masters. Africans

made a meaningful contribution toward the early liberation of
Cuba, Haiti and other areas of South America; they fought with
Simon Bolivar for the freedom of South America, and fought
valiantly to free Haiti from the domination of the French.
In the United States, especially in the American Revolution,
the African slave often took the place of a White person, who de..cided that he did not want to fight, and fought with the promise
.that he would get his freedom afterward. Thousands of Africans
fought in the American Revolution with this promise. And, a little-known incident in our history is that thousands of Africans
fought with the British when the British made the same promise
and the African believed them. Apparently it depended on who
got to him first.
The African was a major contributor in the making of the
New World; the economy of the New World rested largely on
slave labor. For many years, one-third of the trade of the New
World was with the small island of Santo Domingo, which later
became Haiti. Haiti and the other Caribbean islands also influenced the economic system of Europe.
Slavery and the slave trade was the first international investment in capital. It was the first large-scale investment that was
intercontinental. Many Europeans invested in ships and in the
goods and services taken from these African countries and became independently wealthy.
But the slave revolts continued. By the end of the seventeenth
century, the picture of slavery began to change drastically. Economic necessity, not racial prejudice, originally directed the
African slave trade to the New World. As early as 1663, a group
of slaves joined a group of White indentured servants in a revolt.
Some slaves took the Christian version of the Bible literally and
believed that God meant for them to be free men - slaves such as
Gabriel Prosser in Virginia, who led a revolt of 40,000 slaves in
1800. In 1822 in Charleston, South Carolina, a carpenter, Den,mark Vesey planned one of the most extensive slave revolts on
record, but he was betrayed and put to death with many of his
followers. And in 1831, Nat Turner led the greatest slave revolt
eVer to occur in Virginia.
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The slaves never accepted their condition passively. In his
book, American Negro Slave Revolts, Dr. Herbert Aptheker records
250 slave revolts.
The African slave in the Americas, in addition to assisting in
the freedom and the economy of these countries, made a major
contribution to his freedom.
In the story of the rise and fall of great African states, and
subsequently the slave trade, we are trying to deal with something much bigger than history itself. We are trying to deal with
an old situation and a new situation and trying to address ourselves to the current cry for Black history and Black power.
Our major point is this: The African people who became
slaves in the United States have been many things in history,
good and bad. They have ruled great nations and they have destroyed great nations. They are profoundly human. And they
have played every role in the human drama, from saint to buffoon. Slavery does not represent the sum total of our history.
We ar~ searc~g for a definition of our African heritage and
~o detern:une what It means to a people emerging from bondage
mto the light of freedom, reentering the mainstream of world history as participants.
A good definition of heritage, or history, is: Heritage is something acquired or transmitted by a predecessor. It is also called a
"legacy," "tradition," and "birthright." But when we speak of
our people, perhaps a new and better definition is in order.
In his book Tom Tom, John Vandercook said, "A race is like a
man. Until it uses its own talent, takes pride in its own history
and.loves ~ts own me~ories, it can never fulfill itself completely."
HerItage, m essence, IS how a people have used their talents to
command the respect of other people. The ultimate purpose of
our heritage and heritage teaching is to show our people how,
through ~dentity and through respect for themselves, they can
work to hberate themselves from the old ties of bondage. A person's relationship to his heritage, after all, is the same as the relationship of a child to its mother.
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The Broader
Dimensions of the
Crisis

I HAVE NO GREAT FEELING FOR THE JAPANESE and the new yellow
racism that is developing among them, but I have some admiration for the way they recovered from defeat and dealt with their
) conqueror. They never let their mind forget the nature of their defe~t, who def:ated t~em and how. They knew-without shouting,
WIthout holdmg a smgle mass meeting-that their enemy threw
two atomic bombs on their nation. They have figuratively and literally asked the question: If the Japanese were one of the two
main enemies you had in war, why did you throw two bombs on
the Japanese instead of one on each enemy? In the rise of their
own racism, they have properly interpreted the racism of those
. who defeated them militarily but not commercially. The assumption is that they threw two on you because you were not
White. They imprison your people because you are not White.
The Japanese refused to let their enemy take away from them
their self-confidence and their idea of God as they conceived God
to be. If a people can hold on to that, you can recover from
almost anything.
Now let's end by saying what we could have done to recover
fr.om the disaster of the world Christopher Columbus did not
dl~cover. During the concept of Caribbean Federation, the first
thing we should have done was to unify all of those islands and
have a common defense force. Therefore, there would have been
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no Grenada and no Panama invasion. There would have been a
common currency, a common defense force, an economic unionwhat one couldn't produce, the other could produce-a common
tax structure. Put them all together and look at all the territory
you've got once you've developed a common unity and a common parliament.
Every state in the United States has its own state legislature
and local representation. Yet every state in the United States has
representation in Washington. So having a common parliament
for all of the Caribbean Islands does not keep them from having
local things specifically to take care of local situations as well as
having a common parliament to take care of island-wide
situations.
We have not dealt with the contradictions. The concept of Pan
Mricanism was created by three Trinidadians: (1) H. Sylvester
Williams (2) C. L. R. James and (3) George Padmore. Why is it
that they could never unify Trinidad or a single island? The mission of Pan Mricanism was to unify the survivors of our Holocaust that Christopher Columbus and his associated European
thugs set in motion.
The Japanese sent their children to the leading schools of the
world to learn all the necessary skills and bring them home. Are
there any foreigners building their airplanes or building their
ships? They do it themselves. When you have to call your former
master back to do basic things for you, you are not free you have
re-enslaved or recolonized yourself. We spend too much time celebrating, too much time with our fists in the air, too much time
talking about Black power (without having any of it).
Alton Maddox has said the Civil Rights movement was a
consumer rights movement, and indeed it was. We were fighting
to consume somebody else's hamburger. We made White hotels
rich by having our conferences there. All of the conferences that
Black people have each year would allow us to build ten major
hotels at once. We could employ each other. Looking at all the
empty land doing nothing we could have a series of farms scattered over every state. We could raise our own food; it would be
much better if we could stop eating out of the can all the time.
We know what comes out of the ground. We've a brother putting

,it in the ground; a brother taking it out and a brother putting it on
the truck. Look how many people you are employing. What did
we lose everywhere? The concept of nation responsibility. This is
what has been taken away from us during these five hundred
years. This is the supreme tragedy on our mind in the world
Christopher Columbus did not discover, programming our mind
to convince us that we could not even make a safety pin. If you
can't make a safety pin, you can't make a locomotive.
We have to tabulate how many years we're going to be dependent on other people for basic survival. The bargaining chip,
. sooner or later, will be I will close off your community and let
nothing come in... then what are you going to do? Not only have
you not learned how to make a gun, you haven't learned how to
fix one. All of these veterans coming out of the Army, with all
this skill... have you learned how to marshal that skill, and how to
tap that skill? These veterans could have gone to Mrica and built
some of the finest armies in the world. I have often said, "The
Black man properly equipped, properly inspired, and properly
led is the greatest human fighting machine the world has ever
known." However, our skill has always gone to fighting for other
people. Let's go to Mrica itself.
There are Africans educated in Mrica with Mrican money
Who are scattered all over the world; they want to be everything
but Mricans. They have turned Mrica over to a bunch of thugs.
Coup after coup after coup. Who is going to give Africa the stability that it needs? I maintain - and this might be away from the
subject-that there is no solution for African people, except for
some form of Pan Mrican Nationalism, no matter how you cut it.
No matter what island you're from, no matter what state you're
from, no matter what religion you belong to ...we must develop a
concept of our Pan Africanism that cuts across all religious,
political, social, fraternity, sorority lines and allows us to proudly
face the world as one people.
We must stop apologizing, stop imitating and begin to innovate. For a people to be free, they have to produce one sacrificial
generation. That generation must be the role model for other gen.eI'ations to come. Maybe a generation will have to wear dungarees
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so that another generation can wear tuxedos. We haven't yet
considered that.
We have to seriously step back and think of what we need to
do and how do we liberate ourselves from the plagues, cultural
famines and misconceptions set in motion by the rise of Europe
during the Christopher Columbus period of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. How do we become a whole people again? I
think we should begin by finding a mirror and liking what we see.
If we can't like what we see, then we can't make each other whole
again. It can't be just ceremony; we can't just decorate the outside of the head forever without putting something inside of the
head.
We can't have war between men and women because no
people can be free if one half of the mind of the people is tied up
in conflict. It's going to have to be both of us, or none of us. We're
going to have to find some unity that stretches across ideology
lines, cultural lines, accent lines and national lines. We're hung up
with so many off-beat religions-none of which we createdwe're cutting each other to pieces, deserting each other, destroying each other based on ideologies of no consequence to us as a
people.
I remember as a little boy on a farm, I was churning until the
butter comes to the top. I'm counting the churns and I asked my
Great Grandmother, "Which one of the churns brings up the butter?" "All of them my son," she said. "Which one?" "No one...all
of them." We have to realize it is not the effort of anyone of us
that will lead to freedom, but the collective work of all of us who
are sincere. That will ultimately end in the freedom and liberation
of our own people and the indoctrination of our own children so
that they in turn will pick up the responsibility and create an age
where you never have to call for freedom again because there will
never be any need to call for it. From that day forward we'll always have it. This is our mission and, in turn, the legacy that we
need to leave for our children and the still more beautiful ones not
yetbom.
Our enslavement and the wreck and ruin of the sovereign
states of Africa started at the beginning of the Colonial Era. Our
enslavement and the rape of the services of our countries helped

to lay the basis of present-day capitalism. Again the Europeans
. have squandered their wealth on stupid wars and conflicts that
.. could have been avoided. They have already proven that they
have one mission in mind, irrespective of religion, politics or cultural affiliation and that mission is to dominate the world and all
of its resources by any means necessary. The new rationale for
this dominance is now called a New World Order. All African
and other non-European people should be on the alert, because a
new form of slavery could be more brutal and more sophisticated
than the slavery of the Christopher Columbus Era.
Africans and other non-European people must plan and
strategize for a New World Order distinctly their own that will be
developed by them, for them. Our mission should be not to conquer Europe, but to contain Europe within its borders and let it
be known that anything Europe wants from other parts of the
world can be had through honorable trade.
If we understand our mission, I think we will become aware
. of the fact that we are in a position to give the world a new humanity that will bring into being a new world of safety and re, spect for all people.
The Nile River civilizations of Africa gave the world its first
humanity, its first belief systems, its first social thought and its
. first philosophy. With the restoration of self-confidence we need
to say to ourselves, "If we did it once, we can do it again."
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When Will We
Memorialize The
Victims of Our
Holocaust

IT IS UNFORTUNATELY FORGOTTEN THAT during slavery, and colonialism, Africa and its people suffered the greatest loss in popu· lation and cultural devastation of any people in history. There is
, no memorial calling attention to this event any place in all the
· world. The Africans in Africa have not properly memorialized
their loss and the Africans outside of Africa, the major victims of
slavery and colonialization, have erected no edifices or monument
to remind their children that some of them survived the greatest
protracted crime in history. I maintain that the people of the entire African world, both in Africa and abroad, are delinquent in
.' their responsibility to their ancestors until some proper memorials
· are erected in every place in the world where there is an African
population.
This subject is so big that it is frightening. I wonder why a
people as large as we are, engaged in as many activities as we are
LM"l:;'~" in, have waited so long to think of addressing ourselves
the subject: The Middle Passage, Our Holocaust! It is our
,.•",...u,""ust because this is a holocaust that started 500 years ago
it is not over. We do not start our count at 6 million, we start
at 60 million, and we have just begun to count. Now, I
not mean to negate the German and the European holocaust.
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Whether the number was 6 or 60 million, even if it was 3 million,
it was wrong. But it was a problem started in Europe by Europeans. There is no comparison between this tragedy and our
tragedy which was the greatest single crime in the history of the
world. Why haven't we memorialized our dead? It was almost
like the crime of not burying them!
Let's look at it historically, broadside, before we come to the
subject. Why are we, a people whom so many have said have no
history, pursued by so many other people? Why is it that we have
been a prize to be captured down through the years? It is because
of a prevailing thing that prevails right now. African people have
been under siege for over 3,000 years for the same reason they are
under siege right now: African people have always had and still
have something other people want, think they can't do without,
and don't want to pay for! You keep using the word" apartheid"
about South Africa. It is a minor issue in comparison to the real
issue. The real issue in South Africa is a form of economic slavery. It is Western domination of the mineral wealth of South
Africa and subsequently the mineral wealth of the whole world.
The assault on South Africa, the assault on Africa in general, is
an assault on the gold in the Western Sudan and there lies the
major gold wealth of Africa. Except for it, the economic system
under which you live would not be the same or even reasonably
the same.
Let us go to the background of the tragedy because very often, you think that this happened quite by accident. Let's set the
stage for what happened. It is too big for literature. Let's put it in
the realm of theater. It was a world drama. A tragedy. And it
started inside of the European mind. Let us look at the 200-year
turning point in world history, 1400 to 1600 A.D. Let's look at
where Europe was. Europe had just finished the period of the
Crusades, one of the great phony charades of human history. It
had nothing to do with religion; it was a political move to divert
the attention of Europe from the fact that the Church had played
so many games on the people that the people were about to explode and destroy it. So they found an issue to divert the peopie's attention from that fact. Once they started them to marching and going to rescue the Holy Grail (which wasn't even lost in
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, the first place), they would forget that they had been bled dry to
build all those cathedrals so that all the priests and monks could
live in luxury while most of the population of Europe lived in
poverty. They would forget that Europeans had, to a great extent, enslaved Europeans. Feudalism was still rampant in Europe. Now, to divert their attention, they needed an issue. The
Crusades, the rescue of the Holy Grail, and the fight against the
hated infidel became that great issue.
The Africans and the Arabs had blocked the European's entry
to the Mediterranean since 711 A.D., when the African general
Tarik Bin Ziad had conquered Spain. It was an African-Arab
partnership. Now, when the Arabs write history, they leave out
the Africans, and when the Europeans write, they leave out the
Africans. So, therefore, if you want to get in the story, you write
the story. We're at the end of this dominance, the great flourishing period of scientific discovery. You assume that when Europe
was having its Middle Ages, everyone else was having theirs.
There were people in the world who had no Middle Age, no age of
backwardness, no feudalism, and those people were in Africa,
Inner West Africa, the Western Sudan. Three great, magnificent
African states, Ghana, Mali, Songhai unfolded while Europe was
having its period of depression The last of these states was now
reaching the apex of its grandeur. In 1415 the Portuguese attacked a part of Morocco, a little place called Cueta, and for the
first time a European had taken over some African territory. This
put heart in Europe because they had at last invaded the territory
of what they considered to be the hated infidel. At this juncture
of history everyone not of your chosen religion was considered to
be an infidel. The European Christian called the Arab infidel, and
the Arabs called the Christian infidel. They had been capturing
each other in the Mediterranean, but for the first time the European Christian had taken some land from the African.
"
In 1450, the Africans and the Arabs were having an argument
.•. in Spain, and this argument was weakening their hold on Spain.
,'In 1455 Spain and Portugal had gained enough freedom from
'African-Arab domination of the Mediterranean to go to the pope
to seek arbitration, because now they were getting colonial ambitions of their own. They said: Once we are free of Moorish domiUAJif..$ (
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nation, what are we going to do? They were now talking ab?ut
what part of the world they were going to. take. The pope, settlin?
the argument, said: You are both authorIzed to red~ce to ser;Itude all infidel people. He issued a papal bull to thIS effect. I I?assuming that some of you have read Eric WilliaI?-s' book, CapItalism and Slavery. This event is well documented In other books,
but best done in Capitalism and Slavery.
.
Europe is awakening from its own lethargy. Pr~ce Henry,
called Henry the Navigator, although there was no eVIdence that
he ever went to sea, finds a cache of maps. The maps were used
by Jewish gold dealers in the Western Sudan. The Jews had access
to the Western Sudan before anyone else and in preference to others. This is another lecture, for another day. But for over 3,000
years, people called Hebrews, or Jews, h~ve been given preferred
treatment over other people, a fact which they have never a~
knowledged to this day. They were given preferred treatment. In
the trade of gold in the Western Sudan and they were the major
gold dealers between Spain, the Mediterranean states, and the nations in Africa called the Western Sudan. They had made maps
of the areas going into the Western Sudan and these are some ~f
the maps that Henry the Navigator got a hold of to start hIS
school of chart making and map making. Europe had lost t~e
concepts of longitude and latitude. But they learned fr~m the Information gathered in Spain and preserved by the Af~Ican~ and
the Arabs, collectively called the Moors, at the Umversity of
Salamanca. There were only two great universities in the whole
world at the time, Salamanca in Spain, and Sankore at Timbuktu.
There was no Harvard, now, no Cambridge, no Oxford; none of
these schools were in existence. Two universities in the whole
world, one solely manned by Africans, Sankore at :imbuktu, one
partly manned by Africans, Salamanca. in SpaIn. Th.ey had
translated the maritime information comIng out of ChIna, the
leading maritime nation of the world of that day. With maritime
knowledge, the European goes out to sea. .
The Africans have also preserved the Intellectual masters of
Europe, Plato, Aristotle, and Socrates, as well as some of the basis of European Christianity. The Europeans would now use that
information and tum on the people who had preserved it. No one,
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, but no one has ever sent us a thank-you note for anything we ever
did for them which makes us a totally unobligated people. We
owe no one anything, politically left or right. Everybody who has
come among us has taken away more than they brought, and
more than they gave. We have been humane to all the people we
have met. No one ever fought their way into Africa. They came as
guests and stayed as conquerors or slave traders.
With Europeans beginning to see the light, they start looking
for something to replenish their empty bowls. They are coming
out of the lethargy of the Middle Ages. They have survived
famines and plagues and lost one-third of their population. They
are looking for the spices and sweets of the East. They were not
looking for Africa at first. They were looking for something to put
on that gosh-dam awful European food so they could eat it, and
they discovered Africa, en route. They discovered a richer prize
while seeking a route to the east, and they captured this prize instead of pursuing the route to Asia. They would get to Asia and
find Asia more politically sophisticated because the Asians were
accustomed to conquerors and visitors with no good intentions.
Europe would have to deal with the Asians in a different way.
The Asians would have invited them to dinner, but they would
have watched them through the dinner and if they suspected that
they had evil intentions, they might have slipped something into
the food. But the Africans were generous and that's why they
were trapped.
The Portuguese began to come down the coast of Africa in
1438, but didn't begin to take slaves out of Africa until 1442.
Their taking of slaves out of Africa started with a misunderstanding of African internal servitude which was based on the extraction of labor after war captivity. Many times Africans captured in internal wars, sometimes just skirmishes, had to work so
many months or years as penalty for losing the war. There were
no great casualties. After serving their period of indenture they
would go free. You lost a war, and that was what you had to do.
Once there was an accumulation of labor over and above that
which could be used locally, since the Africans had no massive
transportation, they began to use Portuguese ships to lend that
labor to other kings or chiefs further down the coast. The Por97
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tuguese interpreted this as Africans enslaving other Afric~, and
subsequently used this as a rationale to do the same thing. The
role of the Africans in the slave trade is still being misinterpreted
by Africans, African-Americans, and especially, White scholars
who are not scholarly enough to understand that the Africans
could not have possibly managed or set in motion anything as
massive as the three-continent industry of the Western slave
trade.
Let us look at this turning point in history, this 200-year
turning point, with Europe coming out of the Middle Age~ and
relearning the skill of shipping. Europe, having lost its sentimental attachment to itself and that of other people, then began to
explode. We must look at the world after 1492, but even before
that there's a date you have to reconsider, 1482, when an expedition sailed down the coast of West Africa and demanded to build
a fortress at Elmina. In this grouping of ships were sailors and
soldiers waiting off-shore, for, if the king didn't buy the Bible
story, he'd have to buy the gun story. The Portuguese forced their
way in and built the first permanent fortification, Elmina Castle
the largest slave-holding fortress in all West Africa. In this expedition was a little-known sailor, Cristobal Colon, later known as
Christopher Columbus. He said in his diary: II As man and boy, I
sailed up and down the Guinea coast for 23 years." What was h.e
doing up and down the Guinea coast for 23 years? He was ObVIously in the early Portuguese slave trade. This is why ~nce he and
his disease-ridden men had almost destroyed the CarIbs and the
Arawaks, whom he mistakenly called Indians, he himself suggested bringing Africans to replace them. He had asked Father de
las Casas to go to Rome to get sanction of the Church to do s?,
and this Father de las Casas did. Of course, near the end of his
life Father de las Casas said that it was wrong to enslave the
Af:ican as well as the Indian. That was 35 years later. The Indians were dead, and some of the Africans were dead.
What I'm trying to look at is that the war on the African
started before he got on the ship. This was a war waged on the
structure of African society, especially the family, in that the attack on the Black male started right there and it continues to this
day liThe Color Purple" was not a movie, it was continuation of

that war. You might have looked at it for entertainment, but that
was not entertainment. It was propaganda as skillfully put as the
propaganda that came out of Nazi Germany. More skillful, because Blacks participated in it and rationalized about it and said
it was art.
I've gone through these slave forts, most of the major ones. I
went through Goree, the slave fort in the French area, and that's
the third time I've gone through that one within the year. If you
look at the structure you see that it was designed so that the
slave sellers lived in luxury over the slave dungeons below. Upon
the onset of evening, the women would be assembled in the
,courtyard so that the captains could pick out the one they
wanted to violate that night, and these Africans had not even left
Africa yet. We see the beginning of a process which we have not
dealt with as a people: bastardization when they not only bastardized the body, they bastardized the mind. Today you can
find a jet-black person with a bastardized mind. He doesn't know
where his mind is, or who he's loyal to, or who his paymaster is.
But that process of physical bastardization would begin there,
and part of the mental bastardization would also begin there, because sometimes they kept back the mother and the bastard child
and they would later become part of the slave trade system in the
village around the fort. But now, once the system got underway
and the people were on their way to the various markets, we have
another process, which is the same process in a slightly different
way.
This is a tragedy of such proportion that it taxes the imagination and some Blacks want to forget about it, and maybe this
is why we have not memorialized our dead. This constitutes the
greatest number of unmemorialized people in the history of the
whole world. No other people have permitted that many of their
people to die and have not attempted to make a suitable memorial for them. I say again, it's like having not buried them. It's like
they are still there, like their voices are still there. They have left us
with something. I remember speaking to Ray Charles once, and I
was trying to explain the particular nature of the genius in his
voice, and he didn't get the point and I was kind of sorry that I
I had put it that way. I said, "Ray, the particular genius in your
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voice is that of protracted crying. That's the wail and the crying in
those slave ships coming back down through the genes, and
through the years." He shook his head and said, "Where did you
get this crazy cat? I wish I could see him." He missed the point. I
had never been more sincere in all my life. And I believe that the
genius of our survival is what we have misunderstood.
When we discuss the numbers lost in this trade, we are in an
endless discussion of how many, and that depends on who you
are listening to. If 20 million cleared through Goree, that's just
one fortress and not even the largest one. Twenty million cleared
through that one place, and Goree was late in getting started, and
the monster, the largest of the slave forts, was at Elmina Castle,
whose dungeons could hold over a thousand at one time. Let's
put these together. Another figure to add is that of those lost in
the movement from the hinterlands to the coast. Sometimes seven
out of ten got lost. Sometimes slave catchers, in competition with
each other, or just for meanness and spite, killed each other's
captives. That means that 100% got lost, 10 out of 10 got lost.
Now these are statistics that didn't get in anyone's computer.
Some of the slave captains were thieves and cheats working for
absentee slave owners. They would load, say 350 slaves on a
ship, list in their log 300, stop at a port and sell 50, and put the
proceeds directly in their pocket. These statistics got lost. These
statistics didn't get into anyone's computer, but the money got
into their pockets. I'm saying that nearly every figure that you
hear could be absolutely wrong, or could be partly right. But if
it's a low figure, it is fully wrong.
But understand what is happening now. There was no resource in all the world that Europe could get to rebuild its financial structure after the Middle Ages. The economy of Europe was
rebuilt on the slave trade. That except for this trade, the economy
of Europe would not have pulled out of the depression of the
Middle Ages, except for us and except for what was extracted
from us. It did not start on its way to recovery in the United
States, because the United States, in this early period, did not
exist. The recovery started in the exploitation of the plantation
system of the Caribbean Islands.

How the people got there was a double miracle because a
aros:, between th~ slave sellers and shippers over "tight
pack versus loose pack. If they packed the slaves tight, we're
talking about the Middle Passage itself, how, if they packed them
tight in the ship, through suffocation, large numbers of them
would die. From one-third to one-half wouldn't reach the market.
But if they packed them loose, they'd have enough breathing
space that a goodly number of them would live through the ordeal and get to the market. So, the argument became: is it more
econ~mi~ to loose pack. or tight pack? No one was talking about
or thinkmg about Afncans as human beings. Sometimes the
sickly and the rebellious were just thrown overboard. The total
dehumanization is what has to be looked at.
In the establishment of South America and the Caribbean Islan~s, something happened there that didn't happen in the
Uruted States. The slavemasters bought in large lots and kept the
lots together. They thought they could work them better that
way. They were right. But they forgot-the Africans could revolt
better that way. They maintained cultural continuity to a great
extent because they came from the same general area in Africa.
They could speak the same language, and if you sold grandma,
or grandpa, or uncle to someone on the other side of the island,
they could walk to the other side of the island and see their relatives once in a while. There was a language that all of them un. derstood and that was the language of the drum. In the United
States, they outlawed all African instruments, and African religi?n, and this left the African in the United States without anything other than mental recall. Here they bought in small lots and
bro~e those lots up. When people do that they break up the
AfrIcan loyalty system. We suffer to this day because they broke
our loyalty system. This breakage caused the creation of a cleav. . age between the field Black and the house Black - that's what
" ~alcolm X was trying to explain. Now you can understand why
In South America and in the Caribbean, many slave revolts were
planned and executed by house servants, while in the United
. States, many of them were betrayed by house servants. It has
, nothing to do with which one of those people were braver than the
other. By breaking our culture continuity, they broke the line of
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loyalty-one to the other. We look at those people in the house
and we say: we don't know what tribe he came from, he didn't
come from my tribe, I can tell by the scars on his face he didn't
come from my tribe, so I don't have any loyalty to him. He's up
there eating food in the house while I'm out here eating this
coarse food in the field, I don't have any feeling towards him.
Who is he? But the man in the field in the Caribbean and the one
in the house, can tell by the speech and by the look of the other
that they came from the same basic area in Africa and possibly
from the same group. Caribbeans misunderstand this to this
day - most Black Americans never knew it. But we have got to
study both. I studied it several ways, and I say if we're ever going to effect some kind of unity, understand that we've got ~o
look at all of the Africans who were brought here. And we wlll
have to pay some special attention to those in South America,
especially Brazil where the largest number exist today. They did
more with African culture continuity and with the consistency of
it than any Africans in the New World including Haiti. Did more
with it by establishing two African states in Brazil, Bahia and
Palmyras, one of which lasted 110 years.
What I am trying to show is that in a collective way through
the Africans in the Middle Passage, and through what was extracted from them, an economy came into being and that economy made possible the modern technical and scientific world of
the West. That world that was built on our sweat and our labor
and our death now says what we cannot do when they struck at
Africa, when Africa was on the verge of a pre-industrial age. We
will never know what Africa could have been because they struck
while Africa was growing. The internal differences between
African state and African state were far less than some internal
differences between European state and European state right
now.
But the African suffered from a kind of naivete he is still suffering from. He permitted Europeans to arbitrate his family disputes. Today in Africa, if there is a dispute, sometimes even a
child can arbitrate. The African always looks for an arbitrator. It
is part of his custom. H there is a dispute or a fight, the African
looks around and says: Now, who's going to settle this thing? I've
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been in Africa and saw a man and woman fighting, they were arguing, not a physical fight, just an argument. The first time I
didn't know what to do because this lady called me over and
said, "I have won this argument and I'm tired of it. Come here,
settle this thing." I didn't know what it was about or what I was
supposed to do. She said, "Finish! Finish! I won the argument.
Now settle it so that I can go on my way." She wasn't going to
move until someone said it was settled. They thought that the
Whites were just arbitrators but they did not know that the
Whites would turn on them and put one against the other and
conquer both of them. In many cases, this is what was done.
Because of their African continuity, the slave revolts in the
Caribbean Islands and South America were more successful. But
there were slave revolts allover. When you say "maroons" most
people think that you are talking about people in Jamaica. That's
just a word for a runaway slave. There were maroons in the
United States who ran to the hills and set up settlements and
never submitted to slavery. All over South America there was a
consistency in revolt in that there was a consistency in trying to
maintain cultural continuity. In this country you will find the
remains of African customs very plainly spelled out in parts of
New Orleans. But New Orleans was under French rule and the
French also bought in large lots and kept the lots together. You
will find where people were permitted to settle without being sold
and re-sold rapidly, they managed to hold themselves together.
Now, the purpose of this book itself: Why haven't we as a
People, without asking foundations to do it, why haven't we set
up a suitable memorial for the Africans who died in the Middle
Passage? Why haven't we done it ourselves? We haven't done it
in the past, why can't we do it now, although belatedly? Why
can't we also have a slave museum either adjacent to it or sepa... rate from it to preserve, so that our children will remember, the
chains and the neck irons and the foot irons and the leg irons?
This is what we came through and we are obligated never to let
this happen again. First, we are obligated never to let it happen
again to us. That is our first obligation and the world's obligation, after we take care of the first, is to join others of good will, if
you can find them, to make sure that it never happens to any103
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body else in the whole world. But, don't take care of the world before you take care of your kith and kin, and don't apologize for
giving preference to your case before you get on to other cases.
What we have to do at this juncture in history is to locate ourselves on the map of human geography and shape ourselves for
tomorrow so that we will be in a position that this will never
happen again. We have to shake off and get rid of some of the
naive attitudes we have toward ourselves, toward culture, toward words like "civilization," which is misused anyway, toward
what we are going to have to do, toward people of our own
group that we have misunderstood, toward concepts of nation
and nation-management, toward where we are in the world, toward our national population and our international population.
We must take into consideration that in the West Indies, in
South America, and in the United States there are easily 250 million African people. In the South Sea Islands, the Pacific Islands,
and India and parts of Asia, maybe another 50 million. There are
over 300 million Africans living outside of Africa. There are 500
million Africans in Africa. In the 21st century there will be a billion African people on the face of the earth. Where is our economy
going to come from? If we built a shoe factory and made shoes
for that many people our shoe factories would be running all
night and all day! H we just think of serving each other, look what
we can have. I'm saying that we have to start thinking "nation,"
thinking "alliances," the first alliance being with ourselves, because out of the Middle Passage and those who survived it came
the making of a new civilization, a whole new way of life. If there
are any people strong enough to have survived, they are strong
enough to remake the world. If we can do this, we can do anything.
The one thing, in conclusion, that I'm asking you not to do is
to forgive and forget. Your mission is to remember and to teach
your children so that they can remember it. Because it happened
to us, we have a special responsibility to ourselves to build a kind
of humanity and partnership with all African people of the world
that could serve as a role model for all of the people in the world.
I'm not saying that we have to be nicer than other people in the
goody-goody sense, I'm not talking about that at all, and I'm not
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talking about non-violence. I am saying we are fortunate because
the entire continent of Africa, every inch of it, belongs to us. No
matter who is there, who lives in Africa, all of it is ours, and we
don't have to quote scriptures to prove it. We are the only people
with a continent that belongs solely to us. Once you put African
people, their energy and their imagination together, and once they
begin to feed into each other and support each other there is no
need for them to conquer anybody, or threaten anybody, and
they, above all other people, can offer the world a whole new humani~ and a new way of life. They might be the only people who
can gIve this world some kind of security because they can see the
. utter stupidity of atomic weaponry because they want to live,
and have proven it. I think the fools who are playing with it now
also want to Mve, but they think they can use it and kill others
and still live themselves. I think that bringing all these African
people together will show the world that it would be a better
place by virtue of them coming together and being successfully
dependent upon themselves and delivering goods and services to
themselves. They will improve not only the economy of the world,
but the spirit of the world and the humanity of the world and the
dignity of the world. But they will have to get some illusions out
of their minds first. They have to develop an entirely different
concept of education. Powerful people never educate you in how
to take their power away from them, and their schools are not
going to give you the kind of education you need. You have to
make it, or take it. When you get the kind of education you need,
you will discover the green fields of Africa and you won't have to
go to Africa to improve Africa. Africa is where you are. You start
with your community and with yourself and then you will begin
to see and understand revolutionary change.
The greatest memorial that can be to the people of the Middle
Passage, (while I call for and strongly suggest a physical memorial in addition to a museum of slavery, preserving the ornamentations, the chains, and atrocities so that our children will know
~t it wasn't easy): would be to remind them of the work they
still ~ave to do. I think that the greatest change is going to have to
be WIth each one of you and your greatest memorial to those who
died in the Middle Passage will be what each individual one of
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you does to bring revolutionary change to yourself and to your
community. I think you should start with a mirror. You look into
the mirror until you like what you see, and then you say: My
revolution starts with me and my memorial to the people in the
Middle Passage starts right now.
The End
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NOTES ON REFERENCES
IN THIS QUINCENTENNIAL YEAR OF Christopher Columbus' encounter with the Indigenous People of the Caribbean Islands,
mistakenly called "Indians," there is a proliferation of books on
Christopher Columbus and his voyages that is tantamount to a
small industry. The word" discovery," long used in relationship
to his encounter, is at least being questioned. A few new scholars
are bold enough to ask, "How can you discover something that
wasn't lost in the first place?" In the preparation of this short account of Christopher Columbus and the African Holocaust, I
have consulted a variety of books, new and old. In looking at the
background to the atrocities set in motion by the Christopher
Columbus Era, I have found two short accounts by Father Bartolomeo de las Casas most informative. They are The Devastation
of the Indies and The Tears of the Indians.
Among Caribbean writers of African descent, the works of
Eric Williams, the late prime minister of Trinidad and Tobago,
were most valuable. His book, Capitalism and Slavery, written over
40 years ago is still a good source on how the slave trade was set
in motion, especially in the Caribbean Islands. His last book, The
History of the Caribbeans: 1492-1969 From Columbus to Castro is a
good overview of slavery in the Caribbean Islands written for the
layman.
Another small book on the subject written by Eric Williams in
the late 30's, is The Negro in the Caribbean. His book Documents on
West Indian History, 1492-1655, is the first of a projected fourvolume work dealing with the relevant documents accentuating
the history of the Caribbeans, its history and exploiters. In this
book the use of the diary of Christopher Columbus is arranged in
order to give the reader some insight into Christopher Columbus'
thinking when he encountered the Indigenous People of the
Caribbean Islands.
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Among the new books on the subject that I found valuable is
Fulcrums of Change by Jan Carew, (1988), Columbus: His Enterprise,
Exploding the Myth by Hans Koning (1976), The Black Holocaust,
Global Genocide by Del Jones (1992), "African Slave Trade, The
Cruelest Commerce" an article in National Geographic by Colin
Palmer (September 1992), The Columbus Conspiracy by Michael
Bradley (1991), Africa and the Discovery of America by Leo Wiener
(1992), Slave Trade and Slavery edited by John Henrik Clarke and
Vincent Harding.
A note of acknowledgement of thanks toJack Felder for
finding additional information relating to the slave trade and its
aftermath that I otherwise would not have considered. I found
his assistance most encouraging while I was preparing this book.
John Henrik Oarke
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